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History of the Jewish deli to be first program in
CJS series on “Eat, Drink and Be Kosher”
The first of the
three programs
in the upcoming
College of Jewish
Studies fall series
“Eat, Drink, and
Be Kosher” will be
held on Thursday,
October 27, at 7:30
pm, at the Jewish
Community Center, 500 Clubhouse
Professor Ted
Rd., Vestal. College
Merwin
of Jewish Studies
lectures are open to the entire community.
General admission costs $8 per event, or
$20 for all three programs. Senior admis-

sion costs $5 per
event, or $12 for the
series. Students are
welcome to attend
with no charge.
The guest speaker
will be Ted Merwin, Ph.D., associate
professor of Judaic
studies and founding
director of the Milton B. Asbell Center
“Pastrami on Rye” for Jewish Life at
Dickinson College,
by Ted Merwin
in Carlisle, PA. His
talk will be “Homeland for the Jewish Soul:
The Jewish Deli in American Life and Lore.”

Federation board meeting
open to community
The Jewish Federation will hold a full board meeting on Thursday, October
13, at 7:30 pm. The community is invited to attend. Those interested in attending
should make a reservation by calling the Federation at 724-2332 so that enough
materials will be available.

Shimon Peres, last of
Israel’s founders, dies

By Ben Sales
peace would come.
TEL AVIV (JTA) – ShiPeace, however, doomed
mon Peres, the former
his political career. After
defense hawk turned Nobel
middling political success in
Peace Prize winner and the
the 1980s, the Oslo Accords
last of Israel’s founders, died
debilitated Peres’ Labor Parin September 28 at 93, Israel
ty, which fell from power in
Radio reported.
2001 with the outbreak of the
The phoenix of Israeli
second intifada and has yet to
politics, Peres continually
win another election. When
reinvented himself as the
Peres won the presidency
country changed. He began Shimon Peres in New York City in 2007, he was a member
his career in the Defense on October 24, 2014. (Photo of Kadima, a short-lived
Ministry and was the archi- by Taylor Hill/Getty Images) centrist party.
tect of Israel’s nuclear proAs president, Peres rose
gram, but in his later years Peres was more again, this time as Israel’s wise old man.
closely identified with the quest for peace Free to rise above the political fray, Peres
with the Palestinians. He was instrumental trumpeted Israel’s technological achievein negotiating the Oslo Accords, the land- ments and articulated its hopes for a brighter
mark Israeli-Palestinian peace agreement, future. More than anything, he became a
and was present on the White House lawn symbol of the country’s resilience – able to
for its signing in 1993.
survive, thrive and remain optimistic – no
Though he served as prime minister three matter the challenges.
times without ever winning an election
“Shimon devoted his life to our nation
outright, and shared the 1994 Nobel Peace and to the pursuit of peace,” Israeli Prime
Prize for a peace that has yet to materialize, Minister Benjamin Netanyahu said in a
Peres emerged late in life as Israel’s beloved statement. “He set his gaze on the future.
elder statesman and a rare figure capable of He did so much to protect our people. He
uniting a fractious society.
worked to his last days for peace and a
Following the signing of the Oslo Ac- better future for all. As Israel’s president,
cords, Peres emerged as Israel’s global am- Shimon did so much to unite the nation.
bassador for peace, predicting the emergence And the nation loved him for it.”
of a “new Middle East” in which conflict was
Born Szymon Perski in Wiszniewo,
supplanted by shared prosperity. Elected to Poland, in 1923, Peres moved with his
the largely ceremonial role of president in family to Tel Aviv in 1934. At 20, he became
2007, talk of peace pervaded nearly every the head of a Labor Zionist youth group,
speech he gave. Well into his 90s, Peres still through which he met David Ben-Gurion,
insisted he would live to see the day when See “Peres” on page 10

Merwin will discuss aspects of his book
“Pastrami on Rye,” which traces the rise
and fall of the Jewish deli from its inception
on the Lower East Side of New York to its
heyday during the interwar era, to its rapid
decline in the decades following World
War II. Merwin also explores the recent
surge in popularity the deli has had among
contemporary Jews who are said to be returning the deli to cult status as they seek to
reclaim their cultural identities. Merwin will
discuss how, even as the deli began to fade

from urban streets, it became “increasingly
iconic” in pop culture, in TV shows and
in films, ranging from the “Samurai Deli”
episode of “Saturday Night Live” to Rob
Reiner’s “When Harry Met Sally.”
Merwin is the author of “In Their Own
Image: New York Jews in Jazz Age Popular
Culture” (Rutgers University Press, 2006), and
“Pastrami on Rye: An Overstuffed History of
the Jewish Delicatessen” (NYU Press, 2015),
a 2015 National Jewish Book Award-winner.
See “Deli” on page 5

Hillel Academy names
its 2016 honorees

Hillel Academy of Broome County
announced its annual journal honorees for
2016. This year’s A.M. Pierson Award will
go to Julie and Alan Piaker. Al Lavker will
receive the N. Theodore Sommer Community Service Award. The Distinguished
Alumni Award will go to two siblings,
Jeremy Ullmann and Rhoda Ullmann. To
place an ad in the journal, contact Hillel
Academy at 607-722-9274 or hillel@stny.
rr.com. The Annual Gala will be held on
Sunday, November 20, at 10:30 am, at
Temple Israel, 4737 Deerfield Pl., Vestal.
Started in 1971, the A.M. Pierson Award
is given to a person or organization whose
work and dedication enriches the lives of
the children at Hillel Academy. “This year,
Hillel is proud to acknowledge the hard
work, dedication, love and devotion of Julie
and Alan Piaker,” said journal organizers.
“Because of their work, our school has
grown, flourished and rebounded from the
devastation of Temple Israel’s roof collapse
in 2013. The children, parents and teachers
are indebted to Julie and Alan for their
leadership and countless hours of service
to Hillel. We quite simply love them and

take great pride in honoring both of them
this year.”
Journal organizers said, “We honor Al
Lavker as the 2016 Community Service
Award winner for his tireless efforts in the
rebuilding of our home, Temple Israel. Al
has worked tirelessly to make this vision
become a reality. As we are moving into the
new space, we see Al every day, hauling and
unpacking boxes, organizing and preparing
for everyone’s arrival. His labors and efforts
are so appreciated and we thank him for all
of his community service.”
Organizers noted that the Ullmann
siblings “exemplify the values, traditions
and spirit of Hillel Academy. Both graduates have gone on to make a difference
in our world. Jeremy is a neuroscientist
at Boston Children’s Hospital researching
the genes that cause epilepsy. Rhoda has
been in the Peace Corps and is currently
the director of marketing and business
development at SENSE, a global company
helping people monitor and control energy usage. We are so proud of their many
accomplishments and we are proud to call
them distinguished alumni.”

Happy High Holidays

Children from the Jewish Community Center’s Kids Connection afterschool program
celebrated the High Holidays with apples.
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Opinion
From the Desk of the Federation President

Hello from Howard Warner
As I assume the office of Jewish Federation president,
I am humbled by the confidence placed in me by the
board and membership. I will endeavor to follow the high
standards and effort as demonstrated by Dr. Arieh Ullman
during the past seven years. Our executive director, Sima
Auerbach, continues to manage our organization superbly.
All of our employees and member agencies work hard
to provide our community with necessary services. With
your help, we will work to strengthen and ensure them the
means to continue their work. Yes, we do need your help
both as volunteers and generous donors. I thank you for
all your efforts and hope that you will be able to continue
your support.
We plan to provide programs or offer assistance through
the Federation to fill gaps and search for meaningful ways
to come together as one community. Examples include the

P.J. Library, the Get Together Club memorial service at the
Holocaust monument at Temple Israel Cemetery during the
High Holidays, the 92 Y lecture series and the Jewish Film
Series. Next fall, we plan to reinstitute a Jewish food/cultural
event for the Greater Binghamton community. Whenever a
void exists that we can fill, we will encourage more educational and spiritual events. Our synagogues and religious
institutions are stressed financially, but they are dynamic
institutions and we will work together to creatively arrive
at solutions. The latest example involves financial support
for the rehabilitation of our community mikvah at Beth
David. Similarly, over the past several years Federation
has provided funds to help the Jewish Community Center
replace and upgrade essential elements of the building.
Funds are limited, but the generosity of our donors has paid
dividends throughout the years. Demographics present a

DR. HOWARD WARNER

hardship, though not an insurmountable one.
Our community has recently seen the re-opening of
Temple Israel. The Temple Israel gala filled with members
from all the congregations was beautiful. The hard work
of so many members of this community ensured that the
synagogue could rise from the rubble. Many communities
might have seen the loss of a Conservative synagogue, but
our community defied the trend. Hillel Academy will blossom
in a new space poised for the future. Ours is the smallest
metropolitan area with a Jewish day school. The contribution
to Hillel by Jewish Federation helped ensure that adequate
funds were available to complete the school wing.
Our outlook is good as long as we continue to work as
a team. Our duty to past generations is to ensure future
generations can prosper. With your support, we will be successful. We are stronger when we work together. Thank you.

Conklin cemetery on October 9: Why I will attend
By Arieh Ullmann
Allow me to explain why to me attending this year’s
memorial ceremony – which will be held on Sunday, October
9, in front of the Holocaust Memorial in the Temple Israel
Cemetery – feels especially significant. The monument
was erected by a group of women over half a century ago
in remembrance of 250 men and women who perished
between 1933 and 1945 in Germany. Regular folks like
you and me, no different than their neighbors other than the
fact that they happened to be Jewish with names like Adler,
Cohn, Freimark, Gunzenhauser, Kahn, Levy, Rosenberg,
Sussmann or Wallach that ring familiar to us here in upstate
New York; names whose bearers have no grave site except
for the monument in the Temple Israel Cemetery.
Sadly, in 2016, the act of remembering these lives, and
of the few that have been added since, has gained more
poignancy. Did Angela Zappert, the author of the inscription
on the memorial, anticipate the future when she wrote, “In
memory of racial persecution…”? She did not single out
the Jews; the inscription is more encompassing. Did she

and her friends in the Get Together Club who approved
the inscription have the foresight to know that by 2016
racism would not have disappeared, but would persist?
Did the members of the Get Together Club foresee that
today it would be alright for some to openly malign a group
of people on the basis of their passport or their religious
affiliation? That wearers of a kippah or a burka and people
with a different skin color would be taunted, beaten or
even murdered? That such sentiments would be fueled by
reckless utterings of a U.S. presidential candidate? That
the thousands fleeing war, economic distress and ethnic
or religious persecution would again meet closed borders
like the Jews in the 1930s?
On April 24, 1979, in anticipation of the report of the
President’s Commission on the Holocaust, the first National
Civic Commemoration of the Holocaust was held in the
Capitol Rotunda, with the address delivered by President
Jimmy Carter. He said, “Although words do pale, yet we
must speak. We must strive to understand. We must teach the
lessons of the Holocaust. And most of all, we ourselves must

remember. We must learn not only about the vulnerability
of life, but of the value of human life. We must remember
the terrible price paid for bigotry and hatred and also the
terrible price paid for indifference and for silence.... To
truly commemorate the victims of the Holocaust, we must
harness the outrage of our memories to banish all human
oppression from the world. We must recognize that when
any fellow human being is stripped of humanity; when any
person is turned into an object of repression; tortured or
defiled or victimized by terrorism or prejudice or racism,
then all human beings are victims, too. The world’s failure
to recognize the moral truth forty years ago permitted the
Holocaust to proceed. Our generation – the generation of
survivors – will never permit the lesson to be forgotten.”
I hope now you understand why I will be there at the
Temple Israel cemetery on Sunday morning October 9.
I want to be counted in, I want to shout loud and clear:
Racism is a terrible poison in any society.
Arieh Ullmann is the chairman of the Community Relations
Committee of the Jewish Federation of Greater Binghamton.

In My Own Words

One year later
On October 1, 2015, I had cochlear implant surgery,
a surgery I refused to have done for more than a decade.
Now, one year later, I can’t help but look back at my decision – particularly since we are still in the High Holiday
season, a time we consider how our lives have changed
throughout the past year.
First, I am glad that I had the surgery. While my
hearing is still far from perfect, the surgery accomplished the most important thing: it makes my life a
little easier. That might not sound like much, but for a
person who suffers from chronic problems with fatigue,
it’s marvelous. It’s hard to explain what it means to have
to concentrate – to have to use precious energy – just

RABBI RACHEL ESSERMAN, EXECUTIVE EDITOR
to hear since most people do so without thinking. My
problems with fatigue have not disappeared, but I have
been able to concentrate more in classes, services and
meetings. Usually after a period of time, I would flake
out because I just couldn’t focus anymore. This occurred
unconsciously: my brain automatically protected me
from hearing fatigue. However, now I can focus for
longer periods of time and absorb much more of what’s
being said. An additional help is the microphone that
connects to the CI: A speaker’s voice goes straight from
the mike to my ear, rather than rattling around the room.
That makes it much easier to hear in large rooms with
high ceilings.

Imagine not being able to hear what was happening
behind you, to the side of you and, sometimes, even right
in front of you. That was my life and it made the world feel
like a dangerous place. Again, the results aren’t perfect,
but the world feels much safer now. Not only can I hear
someone call out my name from a short distance (although
I often can’t believe I’ve really heard that), I can hear cars
and buses before they zoom past me. Even if I’m not able to
understand what people are saying to me from a distance,
I know now to turn. There still are problems with some
noises – I can’t always tell when the fire alarm goes off
at the office – but we’re working out ways to handle that.
See “Later” on page 8

Letters

Community thanked for supporting We Remember You project
To the community:
As I write this thank you letter to so many wonderful
friends in our community, it is difficult to think of the
early days when we first started the “We Remember You”
mitzvah project. It began in the spring and early summer
of 2006. Yes, we just completed our 10th year.
When I first told Roz Antoun about my thoughts of
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beginning a special mitzvah project, helping Jewish individuals and families in Broome County, she thought it
was a lovely idea, but not do-able at that time. I never got
the idea out of my mind. I kept talking to her and Paula
Rubin about it.
Then I decided to go to Price Chopper. They were the
newest kosher store in the area at the time. Since I’ve kept
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kosher all my life, it was where I shopped every week. I
asked the kosher meat manager if he could help me with
a special project I had in mind. He was eager to help, but
needed the store’s approval. I met with the store manager
and within a few minutes of explaining my project idea, he
had the approval from their corporate headquarters. Price
See “Remember” on page 6
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Talk on repentance at Oct. 8 Beth David luncheon
By Paula Rubin
Teshuvah, or “repentance,” will be the topic of the next
Beth David Shabbat luncheon on Saturday, October 8, at
the synagogue. Rabbi Zev Silber will be the guest speaker, who will discuss the importance of this characteristic
during his talk, “Why celebrate the High Holidays?” This
time of year is said to be used for self-examination in the
hopes that people can establish new goals for the coming

year. Silber will discuss what this process involves and
how can it bring people “closer to God.”
Silber grew up in New York City. He earned his B.A. in
mathematics at Yeshiva University, where he continued his
studies and was ordained as a rabbi while earning an M.S.
in Talmud. He also earned an M.A. degree in educational
leadership at the University of Alabama in Birmingham.
While spending a year in Israel studying at Yeshivat Merkaz

Harav Kock, he volunteered for a month at Sha’aray Tzedek
Hospital during the Six-Day War. Beginning his career in
Jewish education in Savannah, GA, he retired from Hillel
Academy after serving as principal for 13 years, a quarter
of Hillel Academy’s existence.
The entire Binghamton community has been invited to
the talk, which will follow the free luncheon immediately
after services.

Jewish Studies at Ithaca College to present
annual Holocaust lecture on Oct. 10
On October 10, at 7:30 pm, in Textor 101 at Ithaca
College, Dr. Lawrence Douglas will speak about the case
of John (Ivan) Demjanjuk, a Ukrainian citizen who was
accused of being “Ivan the Terrible,” a notorious guard at
the Treblinka death camp in Poland during World War II.
Demjanjuk, who lived most of his adult life in suburban
Cleveland, was the subject of the lengthiest criminal case
to arise out of the Holocaust. All told, Demjanjuk was
tried four times: twice in the United States on immigration
charges; once in Israel, in what has been called “one of
the most notorious cases of mistaken identity in legal
history”; and finally in Germany, where a Munich court
convicted him in 2011 as having served as a guard at an
SS death camp.
Demjanjuk was tried in Israel and convicted on the
charges of crimes against humanity and crimes against the

Jewish people, but the Israeli Supreme Court later threw
out the verdict on the basis that newly-found documents
from Russia, available after the collapse of the Soviet
Union, did not provide sufficient proof that Demjanjuk
had served as a guard at Treblinka. Demjanjuk was later
tried in Germany for his service as a camp guard at another
death camp, Sobibor. In May 2011, he was convicted on
the charge of 28,060 counts of accessory to murder and
sentenced to five years in prison. He died in March 2012,
before his appeals had been exhausted, and so did not
serve a prison term.
Douglas, the James J. Grosfeld Professor of Law,
Jurisprudence and Social Thought at Amherst College,
covered Demjanjuk’s Munich trial for Harper’s magazine. His recently published book, “The Right Wrong
Man: John Demjanjuk and the Last Great Nazi War

Crimes Trial,” builds on that reportage to show the
historic importance of the effort to bring Demjanjuk
to justice.
For more information, contact Rebecca Lesses,
coordinator of Jewish Studies, at rlesses@ithaca.edu
or 274-3556. Individuals with disabilities requiring
accommodations should contact her by e-mail or phone.
Requests for accommodations should be made as soon
as possible.

The Jewish Community wishes to express its
sympathy to the family of

Carl Levine

Cornell talk on “Yizkor: Communal Early deadlines
for The Reporter
Memory in the Middle
Ages”
Suzanne
Call Sue Krause to
buy or sell your house!

Corrnell University’s Jewish Studies and Medieval cited, especially at major holidays or on the anniversary of
Studies departments will present “Yizkor: Communal disasters. They also elaborated a commemorative liturgy,
Memory in the Middle Ages” as part of the “Technologies inscribed
in rituals
that persisted for centuries, through
Licensed
Associate
Real
Estate
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they
wereBroker
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Krause

Holocaust drama
at Chenango River
Theatre

generic

Due to holiday closings, the deadlines for the following upcoming issues of The Reporter are as follows.
No exceptions will be made.
Issue......................................................... Deadline
Friday, October 21.................Monday, October 10
Friday, October 28............Wednesday, October 19
Friday, November 4..........Wednesday, October 26
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Tot Time at TC
Suzanne
Tot Time, a program for preschool children and their
parents,
will be held on Saturday, October 15, from 9:30Krause
10:30 am, at Temple Concord, 9 Riverside Dr., Binghamton.
Chag Sameach from

Licensed Associate

Rhona & Richard Esserman
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introduced to Judaism through a story,
theatre is 15 minutes north of Binghamton
991
Stateto buy Children
snack and a craft each month. For more information, contact
Highway 12, Greene.
Fitch at Tctots@gmail.com.
See “Drama” on page 8
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Off the Shelf

Children, teens and inbetweens – part two

RABBI RACHEL ESSERMAN

The wide range of books for the younger crowd is really
impressive. Each book featured here is set in a different
time period: from creation to the Middle Ages to World War
II to contemporary times. As with part one of this review,
not all works focus specifically on Judaism, but religion
does play a role in each.
“The Inquisitor’s Tale”
Stories within stories: That partially describes the clever
and original “The Inquisitor’s Tale Or, The Three Magical
Children and Their Holy Dog” written by Adam Gidwitz
and illuminated by Hatem Aly (Dutton’s Children’s Books).
In 1242, three children are rumored to have performed miracles, something that places their lives in danger. Jeanne,
a peasant, sees visions when she has a seizure. William,
a black-skinned monk, has supernatural strength. Jacob,
who is Jewish, can heal the sick and injured. The three are
joined by Gwenforte, a white greyhound who has risen from
the grave. The king of France is searching for the children
whom he feels are a threat to his reign.
The unnamed narrator begins the story while at an inn
that just happens to be filled with those who know different
parts of the children’s adventures. Each gets to speak his or
her piece, filling in the details about how the children defeat
demons and a dragon, and find themselves treated well by
the nobility – until they use their powers for a great good,
one not accepted by society. The children’s future and the
narrator’s connection to what befalls them becomes clear
only in the latter part of the novel.
Gidwitz does an excellent job showing how peasants and
Jews were treated in France during the Middle Ages. His
author’s note offers a wonderful introduction to this time
period, in addition to showing which parts of his work is
based on fact and which are fiction. The illuminations by
Aly are similar to those done by illuminators who decorated
texts in Middle Ages; they add a touch of beauty to the
pages. My only complaint is that the ending felt like a bit
of wishful thinking by the author rather than what would

Notice of Formation of North of
Main Prop LLC. Arts. Of Org. filed
with Secy. of State of NY (SSNY)
on 5/20/16. Office Location: Broome
Co. SSNY designated as agent of
LLC upon whom service of process
against it may be served. SSNY
shall mail process to: 170 Chapin
Street, Binghamton, NY 13905.
Purpose: any lawful activities.
______________________
Notice of Formation of McGonnigal
Development, LLC. Arts. of Org. filed
with Secy. of State of NY (SSNY) on
08/08/16. Office location: Broome
County. SSNY designated as agent
of LLC upon whom process against
it may be served. SSNY shall
mail process to: 118 W. Main St.,
Endicott, NY 13760. Purpose: any
lawful activities.
______________________
NOTICE OF FORMATION OF
LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY:
The name of the limited liability
company is: Nellen Properties, LLC
(the “Company”). The date of filing
of the Articles of Organization of
the Company with the Secretary
of State was August 26, 2016.
The county in which the principal
place of business of the Company
shall be located is Broome County.
The Secretary of State has been
designated as agent of the Company
upon whom process against it may
be served. The Secretary of State
shall mail a copy of any process
against the Company, to Hinman,
Howard & Kattell, LLP, Attn: Ryan
M. Mead, 80 Exchange Street,
Suite 700, Binghamton, NY 13901.
The purpose of the business of the
Company is any lawful business
purpose.
______________________
Notice of Formation of City Centre
Associates, LLC. Arts. of Org. filed
with Secy. of State of NY (SSNY) on
08/19/16. Office location: Broome
County. SSNY designated as agent
of LLC upon whom process against
it may be served. SSNY shall mail
process to: P.O. Box 678, Vestal, NY
13851-0678. Purpose: any lawful
activities.
______________________
NOTICE OF FORMATION OF
LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
UNDER NEW YORK LIMITED
LIABILITY COMPANY LAW
1.

The name of the limited liability
company (“LLC”) is TRIPLE
CITIES NETWORK
SOLUTIONS, LLC.

really have happened – although I prefer his ending to
mine. Still, this doesn’t detract from an unusual work that
will delight tweens, teenagers and adults.
“On Blackberry Hill”
Confession: “On Blackberry Hill” by Rachel Mann
(CreateSpace) brought back bad memories of my time at
overnight camp. The fact that I still enjoyed this work is
due to the author’s ability to create two interesting and
balanced stories: a contemporary one featuring teenaged
Reena and another focusing on her late mother Naomi’s
time at the same camp 20 years earlier.
Neither Reena nor Naomi want to attend Camp Tova.
Although Naomi enjoyed camp when she was younger, now
that she’s in college, she wants to remain in Manhattan for
the summer. However, her parents forbid her – threatening
to stop paying her tuition if she doesn’t do what they ask.
Reena also doesn’t want to go to the camp, but her musician father is touring Japan that summer and can’t take
her with him. Nor does he want her to stay in Manhattan
with friends. Instead, he arranges for her Aunt Mara, her
mother’s older sister, to drive her to the camp. Although her
cousin, Lila, is in the same bunk, Lila ignores her, leaving
Reena to find her own friends. A mysterious man connects
Naomi and Reena – offering one thoughts about her future
and the other an understanding of the past.
While not the most literary of the works reviewed here,
Mann creates in Reena and Naomi two intelligent young
women whose struggles will resonate with readers. The
inclusion of another time period – one that focuses on
what happened after Reena’s mother died – offers an extra
dimension to the novel and an understanding of the tension
between Aunt Mara and Reena’s father. “On Blackberry
Hill” should definitely appeal to teenagers and tweens.
“Adam and Thomas”
When Adam’s mother takes him to the forest, she
promises the 9-year-old that she’ll return later that day.
However, life is not that simple or easy. What occurs next

is the basis for Aharon Appelfeld’s “Adam and Thomas,”
a short novel that includes drawing by Phileppe Dumas
(Seven Stories Press).
Adam soon meets Thomas, another 9-year-old he knows
from school and the ghetto. The two boys band together
to help each other survive. They soon discover how very
different are their families. For example, Adam’s family is
religious and he believes God will provide for their needs.
Thomas’ parents are nonreligious and focused on his secular
education; even in the ghetto, Thomas tried continued his
studies. While the two boys know their country is at war
(World War II, although they don’t call it by that name),
their understanding of its implications are limited. The
question becomes whether or not they will survive long
enough for the war to end.
The novel is well done and Green’s illustrations help
set the mood. Appelfeld’s biography notes that he survived
three years in the forest after escaping the Germans at age
8. This makes the details of his story ring true. Parents
may want to be careful when deciding if this work will be
appropriate for their children. The publisher is marketing
the book for 8-12-year-olds, but it could be disturbing for
those at the younger part of the age range. However, adults
may also be intrigued by Appelfeld’s late life view of his
escape from the Nazis.
“Creation’s First Light”
The first thing readers will notice when looking at
“Creation’s First Light” by Sandy Eisenberg Sasso with
illustrations by Joan Rothenberg (IBJ book Publishing)
are the colorful drawings. These swirling, expressionistic
works create a mood that carries and highlights the prose.
A finalist for the National Jewish Book Awards, the picture
book tells the story of the light God made on the first day of
creation – before that of the sun and the moon. There is no
real plot: instead, the book seeks to instill a sense of wonder
about the light all creation carries within itself. Tales from
See “Teens” on page 10

LEGAL NOTICE
2.

The date of filing of the Articles
of Organization with the
Secretary of State is August 31,
2016.

3.

The County within the State of
New York in which the principal
office of the LLC is located is
Broome.

4.

The Secretary of State of
the State of New York is hereby
designated as agent of the LLC
upon whom process against
it may be served. The post
office address to which the
Secretary of State shall mail
a copy of any process against
the LLC served upon him or her
is: 286 Colesville Road,
Binghamton, NY 13904.

5.

The character or purpose of the
business of the LLC is any
purpose allowed by law.
______________________
NOTICE OF FORMATION OF
LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY: The
name of the limited liability company
is: Nathandog, LLC (the “Company”).
The date of filing of the Articles of
Organization of the Company with
the Secretary of State was August
30, 2016. The county in which the
principal place of business of the
Company shall be located is Broome
County. The Secretary of State
has been designated as agent of
the Company upon whom process
against it may be served. The
Secretary of State shall mail a copy
of any process against the Company,
to Hinman, Howard & Kattell, LLP,
Attn: Ryan M. Mead, 80 Exchange
Street, Suite 700, Binghamton, NY
13901. The purpose of the business
of the Company is any lawful
business purpose.
______________________
NOTICE OF FORMATION OF
LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY: The
name of the limited liability company
is:
168
Susquehanna
Street
Holdings, LLC (the “Company”).
The date of filing of the Articles
of Organization of the Company
with the Secretary of State was
September 1, 2016. The county in
which the principal place of business
of the Company shall be located is
Broome County. The Secretary of
State has been designated as agent
of the Company upon whom process
against it may be served. The
Secretary of State shall mail a copy
of any process against the Company,
to Hinman, Howard & Kattell, LLP,

Attn: Ryan M. Mead, 80 Exchange
Street, Suite 700, Binghamton, NY
13901. The purpose of the business
of the Company is any lawful
business purpose.
______________________
NOTICE OF FORMATION OF A
LIMITED LIABILTY COMPANY
(LLC)
The name of the limited liability
company
is:
AJQ
Sports
Management & Marketing, LLC filed
with the NYS Department of Sate
on: 09/07/2016. The county, within
this state, in which the office of the
limited liability company is to be
located is BROOME. The Secretary
of State is designated as agent of the
limited liability company upon whom
process against it may be served.
The address within or without this
state to which the Secretary of State
shall mail a copy of any process
against the limited liability company
served upon him or her is:
Anthony J. Quagliata
1208 Vestal Avenue
Binghamton, NY 13903
______________________
Notice of Formation of VR Shack,
LLC. Arts. of Org. filed with NY
Dept. of State on 9/6/16. Office
location: Broome County. Secy. of
State designated as agent of LLC
upon whom process against it may
be served and shall mail process to
the principal business address: 2353
Oswego St, Binghamton, NY 13903.
Purpose: Any lawful activity.
______________________
NOTICE OF FORMATION OF
LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
The name of the limited liability
company is: 765 POWERS ROAD
CONKLIN, LLC (the “Company”).
The date of filing of the Articles
of Organization of the Company
with the Secretary of State was
September 6, 2016. The County in
which the principal place of business
of the Company shall be located is
Broome County. The Secretary of
State has been designated as agent
of the Company upon whom process
against it may be served. The
Secretary of State shall mail a copy

To place a legal notice,
contact Bonnie at
724-2360, ext. 244
or bonnie@
thereportergroup.org

of any process against the Company
to c/o Garufi Law P.C., 68 Oak Street,
Binghamton, New York 13905. The
purpose of the business of the
Company is any lawful business
purpose.
______________________
NOTICE OF FORMATION OF
LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY: The
name of the limited liability company
is: T & M VENTURES BINGHAMTON,
LLC (the “Company”). The date of
filing of the Certificate of Conversion
of the Company with the Secretary
of State was September 14, 2016.
The county in which the principal
place of business of the Company
shall be located is Broome County.
The Secretary of State has been
designated as agent of the Company
upon whom process against it may
be served. The Secretary of State
shall mail a copy of any process
against the Company, to Hinman,
Howard & Kattell, LLP, Attn: Ryan
M. Mead, 80 Exchange Street,
Suite 700, Binghamton, NY 13901.
The purpose of the business of the
Company is any lawful business
purpose.
______________________
Notice of Formation of
Off Your Rocker, LLC
Arts. of Org. filed with Secy. of
State of NY (SSNY) on 09/02/2016.
Office location: Broome Co. SSNY
designated as agent of LLC upon
whom process against it may be
served. SSNY shall mail process to:
The LLC, P.O. Box 35, Windsor, NY
13865. Purpose: any lawful activities.
______________________
NOTICE OF FORMATION OF
LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
UNDER NEW YORK LIMITED
LIABILITY COMPANY LAW
1.

The name of the limited
liability company (“LLC”) is 159
WASHINGTON LLC.

2.

The date of filing of the Articles
of Organization with the
Secretary of State is AUGUST
17, 2016.

3.

The County within the State of
New York in which the principal
office of the LLC is located is
Broome.

4.

The Secretary of State of
the State of New York is hereby
designated as agent of the LLC
upon whom process against

it may be served. The post
office address to which the
Secretary of State shall mail
a copy of any process against
the LLC served upon him or
her is: 132 WASHINGTON
STREET, BINGHAMTON, NY
13901
5.

The character or purpose of the
business of the LLC is any
purpose allowed by law.
______________________
Notice of Formation of Fox Street
Horseheads Associates LLC. Arts.
of Org. filed with Secy. of State of NY
(SSNY) on 09/08/16. Office location:
Broome County. SSNY designated
as agent of LLC upon whom process
against it may be served. SSNY
shall mail process to: 83 Ararat Dr.,
Vestal, NY 13850. Purpose: any
lawful activities.
______________________
Notice of Formation of Instant
Coupons, LLC. Arts. of Org. filed
with Secy. of State of NY (SSNY) on
09/08/16. Office location: Broome
County. SSNY designated as agent
of LLC upon whom process against
it may be served. SSNY shall mail
process to: P.O. Box 678, Vestal, NY
13851-0678. Purpose: any lawful
activities.
______________________
Notice of Formation of Progressive
Property Development Group LLC.
Arts. of Org. filed with Secy. of State
of NY (SSNY) on 03/15/07. Office
location: Broome County. SSNY
designated as agent of LLC upon
whom process against it may be
served. SSNY shall mail process
to: 236 Death Valley Rd., Johnson
City, NY 13790, also the address
of the registered agent David M.
McPeak upon whom process may be
served. Current address for service:
4245 Murphy Rd., Binghamton, NY
13903, also the current address
of the registered agent David M.
McPeak upon whom process may
be served. Purpose: any lawful
activities.
______________________
Notice of Formation of Aspire
Financial Group, LLC. Arts. of
Org. filed with Secy. of State of NY
(SSNY) on 09/19/16. Office location:
Broome County. SSNY designated
as agent of LLC upon whom process
against it may be served. SSNY
shall mail process to: 231 Main St.,
Ste. 3, Vestal, NY 13850. Purpose:
any lawful activities.
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Dessert and games day held at JCC
At right: Dessert was served before
the games were played at the Jewish
Family Service Dessert and Games
Day event on September 28 at the
Jewish Community Center. More
than 40 people attended.
Community members formed groups to play bridge, mah
jongg and other games.

Catering
Extra Parking in Rear
WIFI

Lunch Combo $8.54

We have a place
set just for you...
and your ad!

L-r: Linda Segal, Marsha Luks, Barbara Rosenberg and
Rita Ryczak played mah jongg.

11:30am - 4:00pm
Your Choice of 1 Sandwich (Beef/Chicken Shawarma or Falafel)
1 Side (Salad, French Fries or Rice)
and any drink out of the fridge
Call 15 minutes in advance and your order will be ready to pick up

To advertise, contact Bonnie Rozen
at 724-2360, ext. 244 or
bonnie@ thereportergroup.org

3748 Vestal Parkway East, Vestal, NY

607-217-5288

WWW.BASHASGRILL.COM
Published by the Jewish Federation of Greater Binghamton

Upcoming Dine Out Isues:
June 3 (deadline May 26)
July 1 (deadline June 23)
August 5 (deadline July 28)
Mah jongg groups played together
in the
Jewish Community
Sept.
2 (deadline
Aug. 25)

Center meeting room.

We Deliver! Hours: Mon-Wed: 11:30am - 8pm • Thurs-Sat: 11:30am - 9pm • Closed Sunday

See what’s brewing
in

To advertise,
please contact
Bonnie Rozen at
724-2360, ext. 244 or
bonnie@thereportergroup.org

7 Court St., Suite 3, Binghamton, NY 13901 • (607)722-0039
www.citreapizza.com

COME ENJOY OUR
WOODFIRE OVEN PIZZAS & SMALL PLATES!
Open daily at 4pm
Lunch at Citrea
Wednesday, Thursday & Friday 11:30am til 2pm
Open for brunch Saturday and Sunday at 11am

L-r: Ann Brillant, Sylvia Diamond and Bruce Orden
participated in a games and discussion group.

(Now accepting American Express)

Gift Cards Available
x

Bring Your Own Wine

Community members enjoyed mah jongg and dominos at
the Jewish Family Service Dessert and Games Day event
on September 28.

Rocket Center

Deli

Continued from page 1
“Pastrami on Rye” has been featured in The New York Times,
New York Post, New York Daily News, New York Observer,
Philadelphia Inquirer, Chicago Tribune, The Economist, the
Times Literary Supplement, Haaretz, The Jerusalem Post,
Times of Israel, Time Out Tel Aviv, Tablet, the Forward, New
York Jewish Week, and on radio and TV nationwide.
In addition to scholarly articles on American Jewish culture, Merwin has published articles in The New York Times
(Arts and Leisure), New York Daily News, New York Post,
Washington Post, International Herald Tribune, Haaretz,
New York Jewish Week, the Forward, Moment, Hadassah
and many other publications across the English-speaking
world. He also blogs on religion for the Huffington Post,
and is considered a veteran journalist, humorist, collector
and sought-after public speaker. He is said to be one of the
foremost authorities on Jewish culture in the United States.
The College of Jewish Studies was founded in 1986
as a coalition between the Judaic Studies Department of
Binghamton University and several local Jewish sponsoring institutions: the Jewish Community Center, the
Jewish Federation of Greater Binghamton, Beth David
Synagogue, Temple Concord and Temple Israel. Its purpose
is “to provide quality adult Jewish education to the greater
Binghamton area, providing a variety of programs dealing
with Jewish history, culture, religion and politics.”
Partial funding is also provided by the Jacob and Rose
Olum Foundation, the B’nai Brith Lectureship Fund, the
Victor and Esther Rozen Foundation and an endowment
fund from the former Temple Beth El of Endicott.
For more information on the College of Jewish Studies
and its programs, visit www.bingcjs.org and www.facebook.
com/bingcjs.

584 Upper Court Street
Binghamton, NY 13904

Tel. 607.775.9499
Fax. 607.775.9000

Mon. - Fri. 11-9
Sat. 12-9
Closed Sundays
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Cuisine

Try Our Famous Steaks, Prime Rib,
Thick Pork Chops, Seafood, Italian Specialties,
Including Homemade Pasta Dishes & Desserts.

Complete Menu for
Take-Out & Pizza 723-6477
For Dinner Reservations Call 723-6440

Hours: Mon. 11:30 am -10 pm • Tues. Closed
Wed.–Thurs. 11:30 am -10 pm • Fri.– Sat. 11:30 am -11 pm
Sun. 12 - 9 pm

117 Robinson St. on Binghamton’s East Side

ÊVisit us on the web at www.thereportergroup.org

All Major Credit Cards

www.corteserestaurant.com
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TI students participated in the We Remember You project

Boxes were placed at Beth David Synagogue, Temple Israel,
Chabad, Temple Concord, Hillel Academy, the Jewish
Community Center and Hillel at Binghamton to collect
donated non-perishable food items for the 10th annual We
Remember You project. The Temple Israel Hebrew School
children then helped sort and pack all of the food into boxes
for recipient families. L-r: Eli Knowlton, Sonia Horowitz,
Shayna Foreman, Laura Weinstein and Isaac Knowlton.

Isaac Knowlton helped pack
food into boxes.

Shayna Foreman packed food into a box.
JFS Director Roz Antoun and Isaac
Knowlton were among those who packed
food into boxes.

Diane Arbus exhibit

The Met Breuer, 945 Madison Ave., New
York City, will hold the exhibit “diane arbus:
in the beginning” through November 27. It features more than 100 photographs that critics say
will redefine one of the “most influential and provocative”
artists of the 20th century. The exhibit highlights never-before-seen early work of Diane Arbus (1923-71), focusing
on the first seven years of her career, from 1956-62 – the
period in which she developed the style and approach for
which she has been “recognized, praised, criticized and
copied the world over.”
For more information, visit www.metmuseum.
org/visit/met-breuer or contact the museum at 212731-1675.

Remember

Chopper has provided me with gift cards for 10 years now
to buy enough kosher chickens for all our needy families
involved in the project.
My next thought was to go to Wagner’s Bakery. They
made kosher challah for all the area synagogues and I
knew the Wagner family very well. Horst Wagner agreed
immediately and provided all the challahs we needed until
he passed away and the bakery closed. Since then, we
have had our challahs baked for us by Hadassah Slonim,
Rabbi Levi Slonim’s wife, and her Hillel students. We are
so grateful to her for doing this for us!
Another stop I made when collecting food for our
families was Lone Maple Farms on Pennsylvania Avenue
in Binghamton. Michael and Sandy Harris and their son
Michael grew apples and vegetables and flowers at the farm.
I told them about my project. The elder Michael Harris
asked me if I would like to go apple picking. I had never
done it, but was eager to give it a try. He gave me all the
apples I had picked for my special project. Now I bring the
Temple Israel Hebrew school students apple picking every
year, so they can be a part of the giving and because what
would Rosh Hashanah be without the apples and honey!
Thanks to our friends at Pack and Mail in Endwell and
on Upper Front Street in Binghamton, we have had all the

Eli Knowlton helped pack
non-perishable food items
for the 10 th annual We
Remember You project
At right, l-r: Temple Israel
Hebrew School teacher Ali
Penfer and Sonia Horowitz
were among those who
packed food into boxes.

Laura Weinstein packed food into a box.
Continued from page 2

boxes we needed to pack our non-perishable food items.
They have provided the boxes for all of our 10 years of
the project. We are very appreciative to them.
For many years now, Weis Markets has also provided
us with kosher chickens and gift cards. Wegmans has also
provided gift cards for all our families. We are so thankful
that all these companies have given to our community
so unselfishly!
I wish to thank all of our local synagogues and the Jewish Community Center for putting out our donation boxes,
and the community for generously filling them with the
non-perishables we need to feed our families at holiday
time. We couldn’t have done this project if not for you!
The Temple Israel Hebrew school children are to thank
for helping me to pack all the food in the boxes. Every
year, this great group of youngsters give their time to help
others! I also want to thank the Hillel Academy students
who made each family a beautiful holiday card and an
artistic drawing.
Roz Antoun, Jewish Family Services director, and
Sylvia Diamond are very special people and were of
great help to me in making deliveries to seniors and
those not able to pick up their boxes. Paula Rubin is our
volunteer who wrote our special notes and our articles
for The Reporter.
Now it’s time for a change in ideas, philosophies and
planning. After these 10 years, I hope to be a part of another
project and do more mitzvot in my life. I hope someone
else is willing to carry on the tradition of helping the less
fortunate and remembering them at holiday time. I’m always willing to help wherever I’m needed! You will find
out how fulfilling it is to see the gratitude and happiness
on the faces of the people you help. I know that’s how it
was for me.
Shanah tovah to everyone.
Lynne Green

NEWS IN BRIEF
From JNS.org

Israeli researchers make breakthrough in autism research

(Israel Hayom/Exclusive to JNS.org) – Researchers at
Ben-Gurion University in the Negev have made a breakthrough in a study to better understand autism, discovering
a particular evolutionary signature in autism genes. The
breakthrough brings doctors one step closer to understanding
the genetic mechanism for the disorder, and being able to
diagnose it prior to birth. Dr. Idan Menashe and his colleagues,
Erez Tsur and Prof. Michael Friger, studied more than 650
genetic variations out of the 1,000 genes linked to autism,
and found characteristics that differentiate them from other
genes in the human genome. “If we find the remaining genes
out of the thousand, we will not only be able to understand
autism better, but also be able to conduct a genetic test before
pregnancy even, and perhaps, in the future, also find a cure
to help fix the genetic distortions to prevent autism,” said
Menashe. “We can certainly estimate that within five years
it will be possible to conduct this type of genetic test,” he
said. The unique characteristics of genes associated with
autism spectrum disorder, among others, are unusual genomic
length, longer than other genes manifested in the brain; and
a genetic similarity to diseases such as Alzheimer’s disease
and schizophrenia. Additionally, researchers found that
ASD-related genes carry a signature typical of the genetic
process known as negative evolutionary selection. This
process is responsible for purging deleterious impacts on the
genome, through a gradual process that spans generations.
“These findings expand our understanding in relation to the
genetic mechanisms involved in autism, and provide new
tools for the discovery of additional genes linked to the
disorder,” Menashe said.

To our readers...
I want to remind you to let our advertisers know that you saw their ad here in THE REPORTER! It is so important to
remember when you go to get your hair done or buy something at their store or use their services that you say
I SAW YOUR AD IN THE REPORTER! They want to know.
Thank you,
Bonnie Rozen
Advertising Executive
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On Yom Kippur, atoning for our online sins

By Edmon J. Rodman
(JTA) – If you’re like me, you blog, read and share a lot
of political stuff. But who really reads these posts and articles
all the way through? Especially with the longer stories, who
has time to look up the sources, or check if that odd photo
was first posted on some sketchy partisan website? Instead,
we click and we skim; we copy and we paste.
But then comes Yom Kippur.
If we accept the accounting in the Talmud that says
“Evil gossip kills three: the one who says it, the one who
listens and the subject of the gossip,” we may need to ante
up for an awful lot of headstones come Atonement Day.
The heart of the Yom Kippur liturgy is the Viddui, the
two-part confessional composed of the shorter Ashamnu,
an alphabetical acrostic of our wrongdoings, and the longer
Al Chet, which explores, at length, the areas where we
have fallen short.
When the Day of Atonement arrives, we will confess to
both “unwillingly and willingly” acting out of arrogance,
speaking ill of others and rashly judging others and gossiping.
And in this year of extreme partisanship, that has me thinking: Has the season of politics gerrymandered our personal
boundaries, reshaping the areas of shortcomings for which
we need to ask forgiveness? Have we wittingly or unwittingly
e-mailed unchecked “truths” – and sometimes checkered – to
family, friends and people we don’t even know?
This summer, the problem hit home when a friend forwarded me an e-mail breathlessly purporting to show that
by comparison to previous first ladies, Michelle Obama
and Hillary Clinton each had an unprecedented high number of paid White House staff. Not passing my sniff test,
I looked it up on Snopes.com, a fact-checking website. I
discovered the story was filled with false comparisons and
easily researchable errors. Yet it was forwarded to me as
if the truth.
Nothing to beat our chests over, you say? Or is it?
When we wittingly or otherwise pass along something
that damages the reputation of another – not that you have
done it, but, um, somebody like you – is this something that

Have a honey
of a year!

We are probably all candidates for a keyboard confession
this Yom Kippur, JTA columnist Edmon J. Rodman writes.
(Photo by Pexels)
we should confess, or make amends for, on Yom Kippur?
Many of us blindly (or with one eye open) resend or
post links to all kinds of things. It seems harmless, makes
us feel like we are with it, and our hearts (mine included)
go all aflutter when our “friends” praise us even for the
most outrageous stuff.
Posting or forwarding unchecked or unread articles may
seem innocuous, but it’s not.
“The speed and ease with which utter personal destruction and irreparable social division – whether the result
of malice, misinformation, or well-intentioned miscalculation – can be brought about through the transmission of
words is staggering,” wrote Rabbi Daniel Z. Feldman in
his book “False Facts and True Rumors: Lashon HaRa in
Contemporary Culture.”
Speaking ill of others is known in Judaism as “lashon
hara” – evil speech or, simply, gossip. It represents the
understanding that words can do real damage – quite
unlike the “but words will never hurt me” maxim we
learned as children.

And once that damage is done, how do you repair it?
The classic example is of breaking open a feather pillow
in the wind and then trying to recover all the feathers. Now
imagine the wind as the Internet, spreading the “feathers”
to an almost infinite number of unknown destinations.
There is no way to get them all back.
Sometimes lashon hara is permitted – for instance, when
it is necessary to give information to someone whom you
feel will be harmed without it. However, people who are
concerned about lashon hara are scrupulous with their
speech about others. In places where traditional Jews
do business, it’s not unusual to see a sign that says “No
lashon hara.”
While I don’t expect to see campaign signs dotting lawns
with a similar message, perhaps a computer graphic saying
“Stick to the Facts” would be useful at this time of year.
Being passive listeners or readers of gossip isn’t an
excuse, either. According to Feldman, a person “who is
on the receiving end of lashon hara must be careful not
to act in a way that endorses or supports the offending
speech. As such, we must evaluate to what degree clicking
on websites, and all the more so linking to a website or
distributing a link, acts as an extension and facilitation of
the original message,” he wrote.
So how should we respond if we have fallen short online?
Feldman observes that lashon hara “causes greater spiritual
corruption to the offender than a standard transgression
causes,” since it registers “a dual effect” – harming the
subject and the speaker at once.
In addition “to the appeal for forgiveness from the
victim,” he offers that the three “basic steps of general repentance are called for: confession, regret and commitment
to better behavior in the future.” In other words, Feldman
contends that the traditional response to lashon hara is
equally applicable in the digital world.
But how exactly are online amends accomplished?
Once these digital “feathers” are released, how do we get
them back?
See “Sins” on page 10
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As we celebrate a New Year, we wish
the entire community Shana Tovah.
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Good Health & Happiness

Charles & Paula Rubin
and Family
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of your family a year
L’Shanah
of blessings

Happy Rosh Hashanah

DR. ROBERT, HELENE, SETH & ADAM PHILIPS

Michael, Wendy,
Aaron, Emily &
Melissa Wolff

Wishing Everyone a

Tovah
Tikatevu

Steven & Sandra Malkin
and family

Dr. Brenda Schlaen, Randy Friedman
Happy
Ellie,
MikaPassover.
and Zohar

Next year may we all be free!
We wish you and all of your family
a year of blessings

Happy & Healthy
New Year
Our Family Wishes
Your Family A
Happy New Year
Jack & Darlene Weber
Matthew, Marisa and Doug & Michael

Jonathan, Ilka & Juliana Kloss
Wishing you All a
Happy & Healthy New Year!
Wishing Everyone a

Happy Chanukah

Ronald Sacks & Family
Steven & Sandra Malkin and family

Ellen & Arnie Loew

Jonathan, Ilka & Juliana Kloss
for good health, peace,
and prosperity.

May you be
inscribed in the
Book of Life
for good health,
peace, and prosperity.

Ronald Sacks & Family

Bert & Terry Krassin
Myrtle Beach, SC

We wish you and
allyou
of be
your
family
May
inscribed
in the
Book of Life
a year of
blessings

Steven & Sandra Malkin and family
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A Yom Kippur break-fast with just a bit of bling

By Shannon Sarna
(JTA) – For many families, the Yom Kippur break-fast
is a bagels and schmear-filled inevitability – just add some
lox, maybe some slices of tomato and orange juice, and
everyone is happy.
For other families, the break-fast is one of the most
important meals of the year – almost sacred. Expectations can run high with such a special meal, and I know
many people who anticipate the same dishes year after
year after year.
But what if you want to serve something a little more
than just bagels, or veer a little off course from your usual
blintz soufflé? These three newish dishes are just different
enough to be exciting, yet they are similar enough to satisfy
your family’s biggest critic.
Simple banana bread is hard to improve upon, but when
you add chocolate chips and moist (and healthy) canned
pumpkin, you have a crowd-pleasing quick bread you can
bake one or two days ahead of time.
Quiche is one of the easiest make-ahead comfort foods,
and this version is brightened with fresh herbs, feta cheese
and lemon zest.
Fresh fruit is also standard at break-fast meals. By adding some cinnamon and candied walnuts to autumn fruit,
though, you can take something simple and traditional and
make it extraordinary.
Pumpkin Banana Chocolate Bread
This quick bread is so moist you don’t need anything to
go with it. (Still, that shouldn’t stop you from serving it with
some good quality Irish butter, if you’d like.) It’s a delicious
sweet treat that’s perfect for ending a fast, celebrating the
season and kicking off a sweet
new year.
½ cup butter (1 stick)
1½ cups sugar
2 eggs
1 tsp. vanilla
2 ripe bananas, mashed well
¾ cup pumpkin puree (not
pumpkin pie filling)
1 ¾ cups unbleached Pumpkin banana chocolate
all-purpose flour
chip bread (Photo by
1½ tsp. baking powder
Shannon Sarna)
¾ tsp. baking soda
½ tsp. cinnamon
¼ tsp. ginger
¼ tsp. nutmeg
Pinch ground cloves
½ tsp. salt
1 cup semi-sweet chocolate chips, plus extra
Sanding sugar (optional)
Preheat oven to 350°F. Grease a large loaf pan and then
coat inside with around 1 tablespoon sugar, tapping out an
excess (this is instead of flour).
In a large bowl, cream butter and sugar together. Add
eggs, one at a time, and vanilla. Add mashed banana and
pumpkin puree.
In a medium bowl, mix together flour, baking powder,
baking soda, cinnamon, ginger, nutmeg, cloves and salt.
Add dry ingredients to wet ingredients in two or three
batches. Fold in chocolate chips using a spatula.
Pour batter into prepared loaf pan. Add a handful of additional chocolate chips on top and sanding sugar if desired.
Bake for 55-60 minutes, or until a toothpick inserted
in the middle comes out mostly clean. Allow to cool 10
minutes, then gently remove from pan.
Herb, Spinach and Feta Quiche
Quiche is the perfect make-ahead dish. It can keep in
the fridge for two to three days, and then be reheated in
the oven at 300°F for 20-30 minutes. It can also be served

at room temperature. While homemade crust is flaky and delicious,
you can also use a store-bought
crust in this recipe.
For the crust:
2½ cups unbleached all-purpose
flour
1 tsp. salt
6 oz. butter (1½ sticks), chilled
and cut into cubes
4 Tbsp. vegetable shortening, Spinach, herb and
chilled
feta quiche (Photo by
Scant ½ cup ice water
Shannon Sarna)
For the filling:
3 large eggs
1½ cups heavy cream or half and half
6 oz. feta cheese, crumbled
8 oz. frozen chopped spinach, thawed and excess liquid
squeezed out
¼ cup fresh chopped dill
¼ cup fresh chopped parsley
A few sprigs of fresh oregano, leaves removed and
chopped
1 tsp. lemon zest
½ tsp. salt
¼ tsp. pepper
To make the dough: In a food processor fitted with a
blade, add all crust ingredients except for water. Pulse a
few times to mix. Begin adding water just until a ball of
dough begins to form. Do not over-pulse.
Remove dough and work on a lightly floured surface
until you can shape the dough into a flat disk.

Later

People’s voices no longer sound like Minnie Mouse, at
least most of the time. Even if I’m not looking at people,
their voices actually sound like voices rather than static.
(Yes, everyone used to sound like static if I wasn’t looking
at them and lip reading.) It’s strange to watch television
with the sound on. If I knew what someone sounded like
before my last drop in hearing loss, then their voices sounds
like I remember. If their voices are unfamiliar to me, then
they still can sound squeaky. Some people definitely don’t
sound like I expected, which feels funny – as if they’re
using someone else’s voice. Plus, is the same awful,
high-pitched, squeaky voice really used in almost every
commercial? I’m guessing not, but then again, who wants
to concentrate on hearing commercials? (There was one
advantage to being totally dependent on closed captions;
it was far easier to ignore commercials.) I still need the
closed captioning, but hearing the voices makes it much
easier to follow the dialogue.
Music is also still far from perfect, but going from not
being able to listen to any music to being able to listen to
some is a blessing I can’t explain except to say that there
was a large hole in my life that nothing else could fill.
Before the last drop in hearing loss – when I still felt I had
normal hearing because things sounded like I expected –
music was a constant in my life and it’s loss felt so great,
I simply couldn’t think about it. I usually only get to focus
on music once or twice a week. Focus is an important word
here, since if I try to do anything else at the same time, the
music just becomes sound. I haven’t made much progress
with hearing the instrumental part of music, but since voices
were always my favorite instrument, I can’t complain. I’ve
also been able to increase the range of styles I listen to,
but some are still out of reach. I also can’t listen to music
to fall asleep – you can’t sleep with the implant on – but
I try to focus on what I can do rather than what I can’t.
The phone is still a problem, but I now have a smart phone
and have learned to text. No, I’m not giving everyone my number. My texting ability still stinks – just how am I supposed to
hit the right letter when the letters are so blipping small? – but

Wrap in plastic and place in fridge for one to two hours
or overnight.
Preheat oven to 400°F.
Roll out crust on a lightly floured surface until ¼-inch
thick. Carefully roll the crust onto your rolling pin and lay
on top of springform pan. Gently push the crust into the pan
using tips of fingers and thumbs. Prick the bottom of the
crust with a fork all over. Bake for 7-9 minutes. Remove
from oven and let cool slightly.
Reduce oven temperature to 375°F.
Whisk together eggs, cream or half and half, feta, salt
and pepper.
Add spinach and herbs to egg mixture. Pour into prepared
quiche crust, taking care to try and evenly distribute the
cheese and veggies.
Bake for 30-35 minutes. Serve warm or at room temperature.
Autumn Fruit Salad
If apples and pears aren’t your fruit of choice, you can
add these flavors to any fruit you like: pineapple, berries,
grapes, etc. To sweeten the salad even further, you can add
a tablespoon of honey or, for a more sophisticated Middle
Eastern twist, add a tablespoon of pomegranate molasses.
3 apples, diced
3 pears, diced
¾ cup candied walnuts, roughly chopped
½ tsp, cinnamon
1 Tbsp. orange zest
Juice of ½ lemon
Whisk together cinnamon, orange zest and lemon juice.
Add apples, pears and walnuts to bowl and toss. Place in
fridge until ready to serve, up to three hours.
Continued from page 2
it’s handy for emergency situations. I also still use the special
phones I have at home, which include captioning. Between
the three types of phones, I can function. I can’t imagine
having long conversations on the phone again anyway and
really don’t miss them. E-mail feels more convenient and it
never comes at a bad time. I also don’t have to worry that I
won’t actually understand what’s being said.
The one comment I hear over and over and over is how
much my voice has changed. According to people who’ve
known me from before the last hearing loss, it’s not so much
changed as returned to what it once was. At times I wonder
about how badly I spoke and what problems that may have
created. Then I tell myself not to think about what can’t
be changed. It’s more important to focus on the future.
Of course, this being the holiday season, I also want
to thank the community for all the help and support I’ve
received. That means more to me than words can express.
I do want to name and thank two people whose help was
so vital: Rachel Coker, who took me to Syracuse, watched
over me in the hospital and made certain everything went
smoothly (we really do need to have another girl’s night
out – without the surgery) and Rebecca Goldstein Kahn,
who made certain a long list of people were notified after
the surgery and who arranged my meal train. My thanks to
all who brought food, sent me good wishes or commented
on my articles. Your support has been a blessing.

Drama

Continued from page 3
“Taking Sides” runs through October 16. To purchase
tickets or learn more about dates and times, visit at www.
chenangorivertheatre.org or e-mail tickets@chenangorivertheatre.org. Reservations can be made 24 hours a day by
voice mail at 656-8499.
Set in the ruins of post-war Berlin and loosely based on
world famous German conductor Wilhelm Furtwangler’s
own diaries, “Taking Sides,” explores Furtwangler’s possible complicity in Nazi war crimes. Prior to World War
II, Furtwangler was at the height of his career during the
time Hitler became chancellor of Germany. As the terrors
of Nazism spread, many of Furtwangler’s colleagues
fled the country, but Furtwangler chose to stay. Though
he claimed he was never a member of the Nazi Party,
Furtwangler was the recipient of government honors and
appointments associated with party members. After the
war, Furtwangler was investigated as part of the Allies’
De-Nazification program. An American intelligence officer
is given the Furtwangler file and told to find everything
he can and to prosecute the man ruthlessly. Major Steve
Arnold sets out to investigate a world of which he knows
nothing. To the Germans, deeply respectful of their musical
heritage, Furtwangler was a demigod; to Arnold, he is just
a lying, weak-willed Nazi. The play explores whether or
not Furtwangler used his position as “Hitler’s conductor”
to help Jewish musicians escape Germany, or did he fully
support the Third Reich during the height of the war?
In London, the play was nominated for Laurence Olivier
Award for Best New Play. The London Financial Times
called it as “a taut, chilling drama… riveting, often witty,
and stirs one with a powerful indignation.” The London
Sunday Times said it was “a brave, wise and deeply moving
play delineating the confrontation between culture and
power, between art and politics, between irresponsible
freedom and responsible compromise. A gripping moral
challenge in a cock sure and self-seeking age.”
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Susie Fishbein says good-bye to her “Kosher by
Design” series
By Lisa Cohen Blatter
(JTA) – When Susie Fishbein wrote her first “Kosher
By Design” cookbook nearly 15 years ago, she saw an
opening in the market for a book in the style of mainstream
cooks like Ina Garten and Martha Stewart. “Those were
my idols,” she told JTA.
As such, Fishbein dreamed of
writing a kosher cookbook that
featured recipes beyond potato kugel
and chicken soup. Just as important,
the book would set a high bar for
food styling and attractive design.
“The kosher cook does a Thanksgiving-style meal every Friday night,”
she said, noting it was something she
had long took pride in doing. “I’ve
always loved to cook, entertain and
Susie Fishbein is the make things look pretty. My thinking
author of the “Kosher was if I can do it my kitchen, you
By Design” series of can do it in yours.”
cookbooks. (Photo
“Kosher by Design” was pubcourtesy of ArtScroll) lished in 2003, and it took the
kosher food world by storm. In
the first few weeks, more than 27,000 copies were sold.
Two weeks after its release, the book went into its second
printing. But now, after nine “Kosher by Design” books
– including “Kosher by Design: Kids in the Kitchen” and
“Passover by Design” – Fishbein is calling it quits. Her
final installment, “Kosher by Design: Brings it Home,”
was published earlier this year.
It’s hard to overstate what an outsize presence Fishbein
has had in the kosher world since her debut. “Susie is a dynamo in the kosher community,” said Jamie Geller, founder
of JoyofKosher.com and the magazine of the same name.
“She is an inspiration to all who love to cook and those

“Short on Time” – the second-most popular
who enjoy delicious home-cooked meals.”
in the series, having sold more than 75,000
Many recipes from the first “Kosher by
copies. “I couldn’t write them fast enough,”
Design” book have become staples in kosher
Fishbein said.
homes – dishes like challah napkin rings,
Fishbein has become something of a kotri-color gefilte fish and Oriental spinach
salad are part of the Friday night repertoire
sher food world celebrity, traveling all over
in many homes. “When I go to shows and
the world to give cooking demonstrations.
people bring old books to get signed, the pages
And these travels have served as inspiration
of this book are filthy, torn, dog-eared – very
for her latest cookbook, which includes
much loved,” Fishbein said.
dishes from France, Italy, Mexico and Israel.
Gedaliah Zlotowitz, vice president of
Recipes include Tuscan bean and farro soup,
sales and marketing at ArtScroll, the Jewish The cover of Susie Fishbein’s which she learned to make in Italy, Provencal
book publisher that publishes the series, calls latest (and final) “Kosher by wheatberry salad and mujadarra, a Middle
Fishbein “cutting edge.
Design” cookbook. (Photo Eastern rice and lentil dish.
“She was using new ingredients and stay- courtesy of ArtScroll)
Fishbein says that in the years since she
started her series, the kosher food world has
ing on top of trends in the market,” Zlotowitz
said. “The photos were beautiful, too, and we had a photo changed immensely. “Even more international ingredients
for every recipe. She made people proud to keep kosher, have become readily available kosher,” she said. “People
travel a lot; the level of expectation at kosher restaurants is
which really hit home with us.”
Though she wasn’t trained as a chef, Fishbein, 48, was higher. There are some truly unbelievable kosher caterers
once a teacher – and that’s a skill that has lent itself to out there, too.”
And her cooking style has changed, too. In the becookbook writing, she explained (almost all the recipes
have detailed stories and descriptions). And she wasn’t a ginning, “I was holding on to puff pastry with both
total novice when she signed the “Kosher by Design” deal hands,” she joked. Now, however, Fishbein stays away
with ArtScroll. Fishbein, 48, who lives in Livingston, NJ, from more processed foods. “It wasn’t until making this
had compiled and edited a successful collection of recipes, my career, and bringing it to the front lobe of my brain,
“The Kosher Palette,” as a fund-raiser for the local Jewish that my cooking became more sophisticated and health
day school.
conscious,” she noted.
But Fishbein’s timing for “Kosher by Design” couldn’t
But something else changed during that time: the kosher
have been better, partly because more kosher ingredients cookbook world. “The market has become saturated and
were becoming widely available, and partly because kosher that’s really to her credit,” Zlotowitz said.
cooks were looking to expand their repertoires. That said,
“I don’t want ArtScroll to put in a tremendous amount
the first “Kosher by Design” book sold more than 110,000 of money without knowing that they’ll make their money
copies, “way beyond what we could have even imagined,” back,” Fishbein said of her decision to retire the line.
Zlotowitz says. Eight more books have followed, including See “Fishbein” on page 11
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Peres

who would become Israel’s first prime minister. In 1945,
Peres married Sonya Gelman, who had just returned from
World War II service in the British Army.
The couple was married for 67 years, though they
separated after Peres became a presidential candidate.
Sonya Peres had long refused to play the part of political
wife and, after Peres moved to the president’s residence in
Jerusalem, she changed the name on her Tel Aviv mailbox
to Sonya Gal, a Hebraicized version of her maiden name.
Sonya Peres died in 2011 at 87.
In 1947, Peres joined the Haganah, managing arms
purchases and personnel. After Israel gained independence
the following year, he continued working in the Defense
Ministry, becoming its youngest-ever director-general
in 1952 at 29. In that capacity, he expanded Israeli arms
purchases from France and later helped manage the 1956
Sinai Campaign. He also founded Israel’s arms production
industry and led efforts to develop a nuclear weapon.
Peres was first elected to the Knesset in 1959 with
Ben-Gurion’s ruling Mapai party, becoming deputy defense minister. He would serve in the Knesset for an asyet unmatched total of 48 years. Peres remained a close
Ben-Gurion ally, splitting from Mapai with him in 1965
to form a rival party and then rejoining Mapai when it
became the Alignment in 1968.
After serving in several minor ministerial positions,
Peres became defense minister in 1974 under Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin. Peres was a territorial hawk, opposing
early proposals for West Bank withdrawal and supporting
settlement expansion. When Rabin resigned amid scandal
in 1977, Peres briefly became acting prime minister, then

L-r: Yasser Arafat, Shimon Peres and Yitzhak Rabin
presented their Nobel Peace Prize certificates in Oslo,
Norway, in 1994. (Photo by Government Press Office)
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Continued from page 1
lost the post when the Alignment was defeated in the 1977 election by Menachem
Begin’s Likud party.
Peres headed the Alignment – the precursor to today’s Labor Party – for the next 15
years, contesting three more close elections
with Likud. The two parties formed a unity
government following the 1984 elections
– Peres was prime minister from 1984-86,
then foreign minister under Prime Minister
Yitzhak Shamir from 1986-88.
As foreign minister in 1987, Peres
conducted secret negotiations with King
Hussein of Jordan for Israel to withdraw
from the West Bank as part of an Israeli-Jordanian peace treaty. But Shamir rejected the
proposed agreement and the following year
Jordan unilaterally relinquished its claim to
Shimon Peres, left, walked with David Ben-Gurion, center, and an
the West Bank.
After the Alignment lost the 1988 unidentified man in Kibbutz Sde Boker, Israel, on January 3, 1969. (Photo
elections, Peres again joined a Likud-led by Government Press Office)
government as finance minister, but tried
to overthrow the government two years later. In what 2006, following the Israeli withdrawal from Gaza, Peres
became known as the Dirty Trick, Peres assembled an joined Sharon’s new centrist Kadima party.
The next year, he won a race for Israel’s largely ceremoAlignment-led coalition with leftist and haredi Orthodox
parties, only to see it fall apart after he received a man- nial presidency. As president, Peres stayed largely above
date to form a governing coalition. He lost his party’s the political fray, though he conducted secret negotiations
chairmanship to Rabin in 1992, and again became for- with Palestinian Authority President Mahmoud Abbas
eign minister when the party, now renamed Labor, won in 2011, culminating in a peace deal that Netanyahu’s
government rejected. After leaving the presidency, Peres
elections that year.
Under Rabin, Peres was the architect of the Oslo Ac- remained largely silent on politics.
Peres frequently traveled internationally as president,
cords, which gave the Palestinians autonomy in parts of
the West Bank and Gaza. He shared the Nobel Peace Prize focusing his speeches and activism on encouraging Middle
with Rabin and Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat. “Israel’s East peace and touting Israel’s technological achievements.
role in the Middle East should be to contribute to a great, In 2012, President Barack Obama awarded him the Pressustained regional revival,” Peres said upon accepting idential Medal of Freedom, the United States’ highest
the prize. “A Middle East without wars, without enemies, civilian honor. Peres’ annual Presidential Conference
brought together leaders in politics, science and culture.
without ballistic missiles, without nuclear warheads.”
After Rabin was assassinated in 1995, Peres became He finished his presidential term in 2014.
He is survived by three children, Tsvia Walden, Yoni
acting prime minister, but lost the post again in a close race
with Likud’s Netanyahu. Following his defeat in ‘96, he Peres and Chemi Peres; eight grandchildren and two
founded the Peres Center for Peace, which runs programs great-grandchildren.
“A light has gone out, but the hope he gave us will burn
aimed at regional reconciliation.
Peres remained in the Labor Party through 2005, twice forever,” Obama said in a statement. “Shimon Peres was
regaining the chairmanship and serving another stint as a soldier for Israel, for the Jewish people, for justice, for
foreign minister under Prime Minister Ariel Sharon. In peace and for the belief that we can be true to our best
selves – to the very end of our time on Earth, and in the
legacy that we leave to others.”

Teens

Continued from page 4
the Torah – Adam and Eve, Noah, the patriarchs, Moses
and Miriam – are briefly mentioned as a way of showing
how they carried this “jewel” of God’s light through the
centuries. The latter part of the book explains how that
light still exists and where it can be found.
“Creation’s First Light” concludes with a section for
parents and teachers – offering them information about
the biblical characters. A lack of knowledge of the Bible
won’t necessarily affect the essential message being taught,
but discussing the questions offered would be a great way
for parents and children to gain a greater understanding
of each other.

Sins

Women’s OB/GYN Associates
is pleased to welcome

Melodye Onysko,
ANP, CNM
Melodye’s personal warmth and extensive knowledge
helps patients interested in holistic approaches to
women’s health care.
She is now accepting new patients who are seeking:
• Traditional and Holistic Gynecology
• Early Pregnancy Care
• Birth Control Options including IUD's and Nexplanon
• Infertility Counseling and Testing
• Menopausal Support with Bio-Identical Hormone Therapy
• Weight Management
Melodye Onysko offers the area's
only Optifast program including
Advanced Body Composition and
other Nutritional Supplements!

607.754.9870
Women’s OB/GYN Associatess
401 Main Street, 1st Flr.
Johnson City, NY 13790
my.womensobgyn.info

Dr. Carol Miller,
Dr. Marianne Davis and
Karen Castoro FNP

Continued from page 7
When someone needs to make amends for something
they have said, most experts suggest a face-to-face apology,
where responsibility is taken with no excuses. For those
who we know that we have hurt online, I believe a faceto-face “please forgive me” – or at least a phone call – is
very much in order.
Though a similar apology to our online minions seems a
physical impossibility, I am wondering if, taking apologies
into the digital age, amends could be made by posting a
correction. And not just an “oops,” but a link to an analysis
of the offending post that reveals its factual flaws, along
with several sites useful for fact checking.
As election frenzy reaches its peak during the High
Holidays, chances are the shoddily sourced story you
forwarded won’t cause personal damage to a candidate;
some big-time politician is probably not going to be affected by your post. But what about your reputation and your
relationship with your community? Attitudes, and possibly
votes, may have changed as a result of your untrue post.
An online apology won’t get all the feathers back, but it
is a start in sewing up the pillow. And providing your list
with the tools to fact-check in the future would be a move
toward a more aware online community.
For some, confessing our online mistakes to our friends
may be the hardest part. For others, it is acknowledging our
shortcomings as part of Yom Kippur’s acts of atonement.
On the Day of Atonement, it is custom that with each
word or phrase of the Ashamnu we strike our chests. And
this year, in particular, I am also going to apply the words
from my prayer book to my own keyboard behavior: We
transgress, we quarrel, we mock, we neglect, we gossip.
Indeed, in this new year, amid the heat of an election battle,
we are probably all candidates for a keyboard confession.
Edmon J. Rodman is a JTA columnist who writes on Jewish
life from Los Angeles. Contact him atedmojace@gmail.com.
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A Jewish rocker rediscovers his sonic roots – by
teaching gospel music in Harlem
By Gabe Friedman
NEW YORK (JTA) – It’s a very humid Friday evening
at an outdoor plaza at Manhattan’s tony Lincoln Center.
But despite the oppressive weather, some 200 people
have gathered to hear live gospel music. The singers,
seven African-American teenagers, are dressed in plaid
button-downs and polos, and appear a bit timid as they
stand onstage waiting for their cue to begin. Standing on
stage left is a white man with slicked-back hair wearing a
dark suit and holding a cherry red electric guitar. He starts
to pick and strum the instrument, and the teens loosen up.
They launch into an array of gospel tunes like “Shine on
Me” and “Don’t Let the Devil Ride,” rotating solo verses
and clapping their hands.
“I’m just happy to be their teacher,” the guitarist, Eli
“Paperboy” Reed, says after a round of loud applause.
The 32-year-old Reed, who has released four studio
albums of bluesy, soulful pop rock, is the main attraction
this evening. His own songs, which he played with a full
band following his students’ set, brought dozens of audience
members out of their chairs and into a dancing frenzy, despite
the withering heat. While Reed kept the Christian themes
going with his commanding Motown-style voice (“This
one is about your sins!” he yelled before one tune), he’s
actually Jewish – and hails from the very Jewish Boston
suburb of Brookline, MA.
A couple of weeks after the Lincoln Center concert,
Reed spoke to JTA at a café near his current home base of
Kensington, Brooklyn, NY, eschewing the retro preacher-rocker look for a white T-shirt, sneakers and clearframed glasses. Nevertheless, Reed’s latest album, “My
Way Home,” released in June through the independent Yep
Roc Records label, sounds like the product of a grizzled
veteran crooner. The well-received record mines a variety of classic African-American genres, from blues rock
to gospel, and stays meticulously true to them – perhaps
even more so than recent blues revivalists like Jack White
or the Black Keys.
Reed, whose real name is Eli Husock, admits that
teaching gospel music to teens, which he has done for three
years through the Harlem-based Gospel for Teens program,
led to that genre’s seeping into “My Way Home.” But it
turned out that teaching gospel became a savior of sorts
for him, too – and not in a Christian way.
In 2013, Reed’s father – a former music writer who now
works for the Manhattan Institute, a conservative think tank
– first introduced him to the program. At the time, Reed was
at the zenith of his career – he was gearing up to release
his second album on a major label (“Nights Like This” on
Warner Bros.) and had seen a few of his songs featured in
commercials for Nike and Toyota. He agreed to volunteer
for the program, and set out to teach some teenage boys
the gospel quartet style, which allows singers to take turns
soloing and helps them develop vocal confidence. Then
Reed was struck with unfortunate news: a series of layoffs
at Warner Bros. depleted the resources behind his album.
Eventually he was dropped from the label, and suddenly

Fishbein

Continued from page 9
Moreover,
the world
of books – and media, in general
Newmark
generic
2012
– has changed dramatically since 2003. “It used to be a
guarantee that these cookbooks would fly off the shelves,
but the business has gotten much more digital,”Fishbein
explained. “It’s like, you know you’re a successful parent
when you send your kids out and they do well on their
own. That’s how I feel. I want to go out on a high and this
series – and my publisher – deserves it.”
While she may be done with cookbooks, Fishbein is
not finished with kosher food. She says she’ll be focusing
instead on cooking appearances and teaching classes, as well
as writing a column for Mishpacha magazine for which she
tries out new gadgets (most recently a sous-vide machine
she’s “totally hooked on”). Fishbein is even exploring
doing a prepared food line – like those aforementioned
culinary idols Garten and Stewart – but says it’s still in
the beginning stages.
“A lot of women at my shows ask how to turn their hobbies and interests into careers, and I say they have to take
themselves seriously, to set aside time and focus, and treat
them like a business,” Fishbein said. “I always did that.”
In Fishbein’s case, her efforts paid off. “I hear all the
time that we rocked the kosher world,” she said.

Eli “Paperboy” Reed is a Jewish songwriter who mines a
number of classic
genres, such
as blues,
soul and
gospel.
HOWARD
J. WARNER,
D.D.S.,
F.A.G.D.
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in their own way,” he said. “And not ‘Jesus Christ is their
Lord and savior,’ which is not what it’s about for me. But if
someone is a Christian and hears this record and it affirms
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who wrote for the Boston Phoenix – and is becoming
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On the silver screen
Deborah Lipstadt provides free speech lessons to
Rachel Weisz for “Denial” role
By Ben Sales
NEW YORK (JTA) – Before the most dramatic episode
of her professional life became a movie, Deborah Lipstadt
had some work to do. No, she didn’t have to make some
last-minute changes to the script or take a crash course in
acting. Her job: To teach Oscar-winning actress Rachel
Weisz how to talk like a Jewish woman from Queens.
Weisz, who grew up in
London, portrays Lipstadt,
a Holocaust historian, in the
forthcoming film “Denial,”
which hits select theaters on
September 30. The film tells
the story of Lipstadt’s dramatic win in British court against
a Holocaust denier, David
Irving. It was a high-profile
case that made the Holocaust
front-page news in 2000, and
Deborah Lipstadt (Photo unequivocally refuted Holoc o u r t e s y o f E m o r y caust denial at a time when
the tragedy was fading from
University)
living memory.
But before Weisz donned a red wig and delivered striking
defenses of the Holocaust and free speech, she had to learn
to sound just like Lipstadt. “She would call me and say,
‘Record for me how you say ‘I’ll call you.’ Record for me
how you say ‘goodnight,’” Lipstadt recalled.
Weisz’s attention to detail paid off. “She got my accent,”
Lipstadt said.
Lipstadt, a professor of modern Jewish history and
Holocaust studies at Emory University, had criticized
Irving’s falsification of Holocaust history in her 1993
book “Denying the Holocaust.” In 1996, Irving sued
her for libel in British court, where the burden of proof
lies with the defendant. The movie
depicts
how Lipstadt
Family
& Cosmetic
won the case, exposing Irving as an intentional falsifier
Dentistry
of Holocaust history.
in
friendly,
Lipstadt acknowledged to JTA that sheahad
thought about
caring
setting first
the trial’s cinematic potential. Still, when producers
over
years.– the
approached
her about
“Denial” infor
2008,
she40
laughed
23 Arthur
Street
Binghamton
same reaction,
she recalled, that she had when she found
out Irving was suing her. “When you sign over a book, you
Monday-Saturday
are essentially giving them control
over your story,” she
Palak
S. Patel,
D.D.S.
772-6636
said.
“You’re
not going
to be able to say,
‘No, that’s not
right, I don’t like that, don’t include this.’ So what I kept
querying them about is, this is a movie about truth. Do you
understand you have to stick to the truth?”
The finished product, Lipstadt says, hews closely to the
truth. The story heightens her tension with her lawyers and
FAMILY
Family
& Cosmetic
combines a string of meetings with
Holocaust
survivors
DENTAL
into one encounter.
But the courtroom
scenes are taken
Dentistry
verbatim from
the record, and dramatic
scenes – from
PRACTICE
in a friendly,
OF BINGHAMTON, PC
caring setting

Irving ambushing Lipstadt at a lecture to a tense Shabbat
dinner with British Jewish leaders – happened more or less
as they play out on screen.
Decades ago, Lipstadt said she playfully imagined Meryl
Streep portraying her in a movie. But she was very happy
with how Weisz captured her character and interactions
– from her forthright confidence to the culture clash with
her lawyers. The orange scarf Weisz wears in the film’s
promotional poster is the same one Lipstadt wore on a
recent Friday in New York.
As a child of Holocaust refugees, Weisz had a personal
connection to the movie. And because she is Jewish, Lipstadt
said, it was easier for Weisz to slip into Hebrew when the
script called for it. “She was unbelievable,” Lipstadt said
of Weisz. “She’s a professional’s professional. I think she
would have brought to this the same professional quality
even if she hadn’t been the child of two refugees because
she’s such a great actress.”
The movie’s title, Lipstadt told JTA, refers both
to Holocaust denial and to the self-denial she had to
practice when she refrained from testifying. Standing
on the side of a set of a movie about your life, she said,
didn’t feel that different. “Everybody has a job – big,
little, it’s all important,” she said. “I didn’t have a job.
It was my story. It’s similar in the trial. Everybody had
a job. I didn’t have a job. It was learning how to be to
the side, learning to let others speak for you in the trial
and act for you.”
The movie keeps the drama alive by focusing much of
the plot on Lipstadt’s conflict with her lawyers. Throughout
much of the film, Lipstadt attempts to coax her reserved
British legal team to allow her and Holocaust survivors
to take the stand. “There were moments that I wish had
gotten more play in the movie,” she said. “The movie I
would have made would have been three and a half hours,
maybe four hours.”

Tom Wilkinson (top right) as barrister Richard Rampton
in “Denial.” (Photo by Laurie Sparham/Bleecker Street)
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The American Jewish Historical Society in
New York City is holding the exhibit “Holy
Trash: My Genizah” through December 1. It
is a new project by fine arts and performance
artist Rachel Libeskind created especially for the AJHS
exhibition space in the great hall of the Center for Jewish
History. “My Genizah” presents a contemporary interpretation of the traditional genizah. Crafted with texts and
objects formerly belonging to the AJHS collections, “My
Genizah” is a personal commentary on the making of the
STATE
AND as well
JewishNY
archive
from theCERTIFIED
documents of the genizah,
asINSURED
on today’s archival
procedures
of
sorting,
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and organizing history.
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At times, filming felt almost too spot-on for Lipstadt. A
central scene takes place at Auschwitz, where Lipstadt and
one of her lawyers meet to gather evidence. The filming
caused Lipstadt to relive some of the experiences, which
felt “very strange, and I tried to stay as far out of sight
lines as possible.”
But the movie’s central message, she said, is about the
need to affirm historical truth, uncomfortable as it may be.
And in an age where Lipstadt says antisemitism is again
rising, she is grateful to have played a role in preserving
Holocaust memory. “I got a chance to be out there on the
front lines,” she said. “I got a chance to fight the good fight,
and I know so many people – Jews, African-Americans,
gays, people who have faced prejudice, but certainly Jews
– who would want the chance to fight the good fight. And
I feel very lucky.”

Geniza exhibit

Happy Passover

23 Arthur Street
Binghamton

At right: Rachel Weisz
as writer and historian
Deborah Lipstadt in
“Denial.” (Photo
by Laurie Sparham/
Bleecker Street)
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On the silver screen

Israel’s Bedouin get their close-up in Oscar entry “Sand Storm”
By Tom Tugend
LOS ANGELES (JTA) – The movie “Sand Storm,”
Israel’s entry for Academy Award consideration, has won
prestigious awards and glowing reviews in its limited release
by defying almost every rule of Hollywood success. There
are no stunts, no good guys vs. bad guys shootouts and
the erotic highlight consists of a young woman taking off
the hijab covering her hair in the privacy of her bedroom.
What the film does have is the depiction of an extended
Bedouin family, whose social rules hark back to ancient
times, but whose emotions and struggles are instantly
recognizable by the most urbane residents of New York,
Paris or Tel Aviv.
There are about 200,000 Bedouins, a minority within an
Arab minority, in Israel. Most live in towns and villages in
a northern Negev triangle bounded by Beersheba, Arad and
Dimona. At the heart of the film is the relationship – and
tension – between a mother and daughter. The mother, Jalila,
is preparing for the arrival of the much younger woman
who will be her husband’s second wife. The daughter,
Layla, is studying Hebrew literature at nearby Ben-Gurion
University and secretly meeting privately with a boy and
fellow student who is, adding to the taboo, from a different
Bedouin tribe.
The situation threatens to bring eternal shame to her
parents and ruin the chances of her sisters finding good
husbands. It also escalates the tension between Layla and
her parents, particularly Jalila. It is this basic plot – rebellious teen, traditionalist parents – that gives the film its
universal appeal, says Elite Zexer, who wrote and directed
“Sand Storm,” her first feature film.
“Wherever we have screened the film, from Sundance
to Korea, women have come to me afterward to tell me
‘that’s me, that’s the way it was between my mother and
me,’” Zexer said.
The movie was shot on location in four Bedouin villages. Contrary to media reports of incessant strife among
Israel’s diverse people, the film’s crew consisted of Jews,

At left: Elite Zexer, directorwriter of “Sand Storm,” won the
Israeli equivalent of the Oscar as
best director and her film about
a Bedouin family in the Negev.
(Photo courtesy Kino Lorber)

Muslim Arabs, Christian Arabs and Bedouins. “Nobody
cared about religious, political or ethnic differences,” Zexer
said. She remembers “our entire crew working together for
the same goal, while taking pleasure and pride in being
part of one family.”
Zexer, 35, who was born in Netanya and lives in Tel
Aviv, was introduced to the Bedouin lifestyle in a fortuitous way. “My mother is a still photographer and began
to take pictures of Bedouin women in the Negev Desert,”
the director said in a Skype interview linking Los Angeles
and Tel Aviv.
One day about 10 years ago, Zexer accompanied her
mother for a day’s photography. The one-day trip turned
into a 10-year project for Zexer, who directed three short
films after graduating from the film school at Tel Aviv
University, now known as The Steve Tisch School of Film
and Television. Determined to make an accurate film and
honor the confidence of the Bedouin women she had met,
Zexer took four years to write, rewrite and polish her script.
“My interactions with the Bedouins shaped every frame
of the film,” Zexer said. “The script is fictional, but it is
based on real stories, real circumstances. I felt an obligation
to make the story as real as possible and to represent the
people I had met in the most accurate way.”
Once the script was honed to her satisfaction, Zexer
set out just as meticulously to find the right actors for
the roles. The casting of Jalila, the mother and the film’s
strongest figure, was relatively easy and ended in the
selection of Ruba Blad-Asfour, the only professional
actor in the cast. More difficult was the search for a young
girl to play Layla, the daughter. After seemingly endless
auditions, Lamis Ammar, a young Bedouin woman, won
the part in her first professional role. Suliman, Jalila’s
husband, is played by Haitham Oman, a photographer
in his day job.
“Sand Storm” is the first Israeli all-Arabic language
Oscar entry. The actors speak in a distinct Arab dialect.
On set, most of the Bedouins spoke Hebrew, the younger
ones more fluently than their elders. In a pinch, English
instructions helped the director get her points across.
Zexer would not discuss the budget for the film, but
it largely came together through two Israeli government
funds and two private funds.
The Oscar entry is the latest in a series of honors for
the film, which included the $65,000 first prize for a work
in progress at the Locarno International Film Festival;
top awards at film competitions in Jerusalem, Taiwan,
Seattle and South Korea; and the 2016 World Cinema
Grand Jury Prize at Sundance.

L-r: Jalal Masarwa and Lamis Ammar in a scene from
“Sand Storm,” which will represent Israel in the Oscar
competition for best foreign-language film. (Photo by
Vered Adir)
In the run-up to the Ophir Awards, presented by the
Israeli Academy of Film and Television, the film led the
field with 12 nominations out of 18 categories. At the September 22 presentation of what are commonly called the
Israeli Oscars, the film won six top prizes, including best
picture, best director and best supporting actress. The best
picture distinction meant the movie would automatically
represent Israel in the Oscar competition for best foreign
language movie.
The success of her first feature has bowled over the
otherwise sober-speaking director and writer. “My hope
was just to make an honest picture about a little-known
segment of Israeli society,” Zexer said. “Never in my
wildest dreams did I think it would be so well received
and move so many people.”
Israeli critics have frequently charged their government with neglecting the Bedouins and expropriating
their lands, but Zexer hopes her film will motivate her
Jewish compatriots in at least one way. “Israelis constantly drive past these Bedouin villages without ever
stopping to take a closer look,” she said. “If they did,
they would find that the people there would welcome
them warmly.”
Israeli films have been nominated for an Oscar 10 times,
but none has ever received the winner’s golden statuette.
Israelis hope that “Sand Storm” will be the breakthrough
film in more ways than one.
“Sand Storm,” in Arabic with English subtitles, was set
to open on September 28 in New York and on October 7 in
Los Angeles, followed by a national rollout.
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Stiff necks and the survival of Judaism

Vayelech, Deuteronomy 31:1-30
Nothing like your father figure telling you that he knows
you’re going to go astray after he dies. The father figure in
this case is Moses. Perhaps it’s just his anger – anger that
he’s not allowed to enter the Promised Land – that makes
him blame the Israelites. However, his statement – telling the

RABBI RACHEL ESSERMAN, EXECUTIVE EDITOR, THE REPORTER
people that the book he’s written will be a witness against
them – sounds pretty bitter. Even worse, he expects them to
sin: “For I know your rebellion and your stiff neck. While
I’ve been alive, you have been rebellious against God.
How much more so after my death?” (Deuteronomy 31:27)

Yes, the Israelites were rebellious during the Exodus
from Egypt. That’s because they had little to no control over
their lives. God and Moses told them what to do – amidst
plagues and miracles that must have scared the wits out of
See “Necks” on page 15

Congregational Notes
Beth David Synagogue

Affiliation: Orthodox Union
Rabbi: Zev Silber
Address: 39 Riverside Dr., Binghamton, NY 13905
Phone: 607-722-1793, Rabbi’s Office: 607-722-7514
Fax: 607-722-7121
Office hours: Mon. closed; Tues. 9 am-3 pm; Wed. 9:30 amnoon; Thurs. 9 am-1 pm; Fri. 9:30 am-noon
Beth David e-mail address: bethdavid@stny.rr.com
Rabbi’s e-mail: rabbisilber@stny.rr.com
Website: www.bethdavid.org
Shabbat Services:
Friday, October 7................................................... 6:20 pm
Shabbat, October 8.................................................... 9 am
......................................................Mincha/Maariv 6:05 pm
Weekday Services:
Mornings:
Sun., October 9 .................................................... 8:30 am
Mon. October 10.................................................... 6:50 am
Tues., October 11....................................................... 7 am
Wed., October 12....................................................... 9 am
Thurs.-Fri., October 13-14.......................................... 7 am
Evenings:
Sun.-Mon., October 9-10....................................... 6:15 pm
Tues., October 11....................................................... 3 pm
Wed., October 12.................................................. 4:40 pm
Thurs., October 13................................................ 6:10 pm
Classes: Rabbi Zev Silber will hold his weekly Talmud class
every Tuesday evening after services.

The entire community has been invited to a Shabbat
luncheon on Saturday, October 8, at Beth David Synagogue.
The speaker will be Rabbi Zev Silber, who will speak on
the topic of “Why Celebrate the High Holidays.” His talk
will follow the free luncheon immediately after services.

Rohr Chabad Center

Affiliation: Chabad-Lubavitch
Rabbi: Aaron Slonim, E-mail: aslonim@binghamton.edu
Address: 420 Murray Hill Rd., Vestal, NY 13850
Phone: 797-0015, Fax: 797-0095
Website: www.Chabadofbinghamton.com
Chabad on the West Side
Rabbi: Zalman Chein, E-mail: zchein@JewishBU.com
Address: 27 Bennet Ave., Binghamton, NY 13905
Phone: 722-3252
Regular service times: Daily 7:30 am, Friday evening 6 pm,
Shabbat morning 9:30 am, Maariv and Havdalah one hour
after candle-lighting time, Sundays 9:30 am.
Linking Hearts for youngsters with special needs:This program
connects Jewish special-needs children and teenagers, ages
5-14, who have mental, physical and/or functional disabilities,
with student volunteers who will visit participating youngsters
weekly in their homes.
To join the mailing list, for up-to-date information on adult
education offerings or to arrange for a private tutorial, for
details concerning the Judaica shop and resource center, or
for assistance through the Piaker Free Loan Society or Raff
Maasim Tovim Foundation, call Chabad’s office at 797-0015.

Penn-York Jewish Community

President and Treasurer-Secretary: Harvey Chernosky,
570-265-3869
B’nai B’rith: William H. Seigel Lodge
Purpose: To promote Jewish identity through religious,
cultural, educational and social activities in the Southern
Tier of New York and the Northern Tier of Pennsylvania,
including Waverly, NY; Sayre, Athens and Towanda, PA, and
surrounding communities.

Kol Haverim

Affiliation: Society for Humanistic Judaism
Address: P.O. Box 4972, Ithaca, NY 14852-4972
Phone: 607-277-3345
E-mail: info@kolhaverim.net
Website: www.kolhaverim.net
Chairman: Jonathan Joseph
Kol Haverim: The Finger Lakes Community for Humanistic
Judaism, is an Ithaca-based organization that brings people
together to explore and celebrate Jewish identity, history, culture
and ethics within a secular, humanistic framework. KH is part
of an international movement for Secular Humanistic Judaism
and is affiliated with the Society for Humanistic Judaism, a
national association with over 30 member communities and
congregations around the country. Established in the spring of
1999, it offers celebrations of Jewish holidays, monthly Shabbat
pot-lucks, adult education, a twice-monthly Cultural School for
children, and a bar and bat mitzvah program.
KH welcomes all individuals and families, including those
from mixed religious backgrounds, who wish to strengthen
the Jewish experience in their lives and provide their children
with a Jewish identity and experience.

On Wednesday, October 12, at 5:30 pm, a Yom Kippur
“break the fast” will be held at a member’s home; RSVP
to rsvp@kolhaverim.net for information.
On Sunday, October 16, from 11 am-1 pm, Sukkot will be
celebrated at the upper Treman State Park pavilion in Ithaca.

Temple Concord

Union for Reform Judaism
Rabbi: Barbara Goldman-Wartell
Address: 9 Riverside Dr., Binghamton, NY 13905
Office hours: Tues.-Fri., 10 am-2 pm
Phone: 723-7355, Fax: 723-0785
Office e-mail: TempleConcord@stny.rr.com
Website: www.templeconcord.com
Regular service times: Friday, 8 pm; Saturday, 10:35 am, when
religious school is in session.

On Friday, October 7, at 8 pm, there will be Shabbat
Shuvah services with Rabbi Barbara Goldman-Wartell and
the Klotzkin Family.
On Saturday, October 8, at 9:15 am, there will be Torah
study. There will be no religious school or family services.
On Sunday, October 9, from 10 am-2 pm, there will be
a Temple Concord Sisterhood rummage sale, featuring a
buy-one-get-one-free special on shirts or blouses.
On Monday, October 10, at 10:30 am, there will be morning services celebrating the bar mitzvah of Ben Klotzkin.
On Tuesday, October 11, Kol Nidre will be at 7:45 pm.
On Wednesday, October 12, at 9:30 am, there will be
Yom Kippur morning service. At 1:15 pm, there will be a
panel and discussion on “Pursuing peace and forgiveness.”
At 3:15 pm, there will be meditative music. At 4 pm, there
will be Yizkor memorial services. At 4:45 pm, there will
be afternoon services. At 5:45 pm, there will be Neilah
concluding services. At 6:30 pm, havdalah will be held. A
congregational break fast will follow Havdalah.

Temple Beth El of Oneonta

Affiliation: United Synagogue of Conservative Judaism
Rabbi: Molly Karp
Address: 83 Chestnut St., Oneonta, NY 13820
Mailing address: P.O. Box 383, Oneonta, NY 13820
Phone: 607-432-5522
Website: www.templebetheloneonta.org
E-mail: TBEOneonta@gmail.com
Service times: visit the temple website for days of services and times
Religious School/Education: Religious School, for grades
kindergarten through bar/bat mitzvah, meets Sunday mornings.
Rabbi Karp conducts services and holds classes in Torah,
beginning Hebrew and Maimonides.
For the schedule of services, classes and events, see the website.

On Tuesday, October 11, erev Yom Kippur, Kol Nidre
will be held at 6:30 pm.
On Wednesday, October 12, Yom Kippur, morning
services will be held at 9 am, afternoon services at 4 pm,
and Havdalah and shofar blast at 7:30 pm, followed by a
break-the-fast in the social hall.

Congregation Tikkun v’Or

Affiliation: Union for Reform Judaism
Address: PO Box 3981, Ithaca, NY 14852; 2550 Triphammer Rd.
(corner of Triphammer and Burdick Hill), Lansing, NY
Phone: 607-256-1471
Website: www.tikkunvor.org
E-mail: info@tikkunvor.org
Presidents: Dorothy Debbie and Nina Cummings
Rabbi: Brian Walt
Religious School Director/Admin. Coordinator: Naomi Wilensky
Services: Fri. at 7:30 pm unless otherwise noted. Family services
and Tot Shabbat once a month at 6:30 pm. Call for weekly schedules.
Religious School: Preschool through seventh grade classes
meet on Sunday mornings. Sixth grade Hebrew and seventh
grade b’nai mitzvah classes meet on Wednesday afternoons.
Adult Ed.: Special classes and discussion groups held regularly.
Essential Judaism classes offered in the fall and spring. Call
the office for details.

On Tuesday, October 11, erev Yom Kippur, Kol Nidre services will be held at 6:30 pm at the Hangar Theatre in Ithaca.
On Wednesday, October 12, Yom Kippur, the preliminary
morning service will be held from 9-9:15 am, morning service
9:15-11 am, Torah service 11 am-12:15 pm, children’s services
11 am-12:15 pm, rabbi’s sermon 12:15-12:45 pm, returning
Torah to ark 12:45-1 pm, break-1:30 pm, yoga led by Patti
Jacobson 1:30-2:15 pm, meditation led by Ira Kamp 2:15-3
pm, talk 3-4:15 pm, discussion with rabbi 4:20-5 pm, Avodah
service 5-5:30 pm, Yizkor 5:30-6:15 pm, Neilah service 6:157:15 pm, Havdalah/shofar 7:15-7:30 pm, and a break-the-fast
(bring a veggie/dairy dish-to-pass) at 7:30 pm.

Friday, October 7, light candles.......................... 6:20 pm
Shabbat ends Saturday, October 8....................... 7:15 pm
Tuesday, October 11, light candles...................... 6:09 pm
Wednesday, October 12, yom tov ends............... 7:08 pm
Friday, October 14, light candles........................ 6:04 pm
Shabbat ends Saturday, October 15..................... 7:03 pm
Sunday, October 16, light candles....................... 6:01 pm
Monday, October 17, light candles after.................. 7 pm
Tuesday, October 18, yom tov ends.................... 6:58 pm

Temple Israel

Orientation: Conservative
Rabbi: TBA
Address: 4737 Deerfield Pl., Vestal, NY 13850
Phone: 723-7461 and 231-3746
Office hours: Mon.-Thurs. 8:30 am-4 pm; Fri. 8 am-3 pm.
E-mail: titammy@stny.twcbc.com or tilouise@stny.twcbc.com
Website: www.templeisraelvestal.org
Service Schedule: Friday, 5:30 pm; Saturday, 9:30 am.

On Saturday, October 8, at 9:30 am, there will be
Shabbat services led by Howard Schwartz, Steve Gilbert,
Art Siegel and Leonard Feld. Bima guest will be Jeff
Shapiro. The Torah portion will be Deuteronomy 31:1-30.
The haftarah will be Hosea 14:2-10 and Micah 7:18-20.
The temple office will be closed on Monday, October
10. and Wednesday, October 12.
On Friday, October 14, at 1 pm, there will be a Sisterhood meeting.

Norwich Jewish Center

Orientation: Inclusive
Rabbi: Rafael Goldstein
Address: 72 South Broad St., Norwich, NY 13815
Contact: Linda Horovitz, 336-7236
Contact: Guilia Greenberg, 373-5087
Purpose: To maintain a Jewish identity and meet the needs
of the Jewish community in the area.
Services: Held twice each month on certain Fridays at 7 pm
except in December-February. Call for dates or information.
Adult Ed.: Saturday morning study is held at 10 am. Call for
more information and to confirm.

On Tuesday, October 11, erev Yom Kippur, Kol Nidre
will be held at 6:15 pm.
On Wednesday, October 12, Yom Kippur services will
be held at 10 am, Yizkor at 1 pm, Mincha at 5 pm and
Havdalah at 7 pm, with a break-fast afterward.

Temple Beth-El of Ithaca

Affiliation: United Synagogue of Conservative Judaism
Rabbi: Scott L. Glass
Address: 402 North Tioga St. (the corner of Court and Tioga
streets), Ithaca, NY 14850-4292
Phone: 273-5775
E-mail: rabbi@tbeithaca.org and secretary@tbeithaca.org
Website: www.tbeithaca.org
Co-presidents: Jerry Dietz and Richard Wallace
Sisterhood Co-presidents: Elizabeth Hess and Esther Racoosin
Director of Education: Rabbi Suzanne Brody
Administrative Assistant: Jane Griffith
Services: Fri. 8 pm; Sat. 10 am, unless otherwise announced.
Religious School/Education: September-May: Classes meet on
Sunday, 9 am-12:30 pm and Wednesday afternoons, 3:45-5:45
pm. The Midrashah (eighth-grade and high school) classes
will meet at times designated by their respective teachers.
Adult Ed.: Numerous weekly courses, several semester-long
courses and a variety of mini-courses and lectures are offered
throughout the year. Call the temple office for more details.

On Friday, October 7, services will be held at 8 pm.
On Saturday, October 8, Shabbat Shuvah services
will be held at 10 am.
On Tuesday October 11, erev Yom Kippur, Mincha
will be held at 5:30 pm and Kol Nidre at 6 pm.
On Wednesday, October 12, Yom Kippur, Shacharit
will be held at 9 am, Junior Congregation at 11:30 am,
Yizkor at approximately 11:30 am and Mincha at 4:45
pm. A break fast hosted by Sisterhood will follow Neilah.

Temple Brith Sholom

Affiliation: Unaffiliated
Address: P.O. Box 572, 117 Madison St., Cortland, NY 13045
Phone: 607-756-7181
President: Glen Goldwyn, ggoldwyn@twcny.rr.com
Service leaders: Lay leadership
Shabbat services: Either Friday evening at 7:30 pm or Saturday
at 10 am from Rosh Hashanah to Shavuot. Holiday services
are also held. Check the weekly e-mail for upcoming services.
Contact the president to get on the e-mail list.
Religious School: Students are educated on an individual basis.
Temple Brith Sholom is a small equalitarian congregation
serving the greater Cortland community. Congregants span
the gamut of observance and services are largely dependent
on the service leader. The Friday night siddur is “Likrat
Shabbat,” while the Saturday morning siddur is “Gates of
Prayer.” The community extends a warm welcome to the
Jewish student population of SUNY Cortland, as well as the
residents of local adult residences.

On Tuesday October 11, erev Yom Kippur, candle
lighting will be held at 6:15 pm and Kol Nidre at 7 pm.
On Wednesday, October 12, Yom Kippur, a discussion/
morning service will begin at 9 am, Torah service at 10:30 am,
guest speaker/discussion at 11 am, Yizkor and Musaf at 11:15
am, afternoon service at 1 pm, reading/discussion of “Jonah”
at 5 pm, Neilah at 6:15 pm and the fast ending at 7:15 pm.
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news from around isr ael
From JTA

Ehud Olmert loses Supreme Court
appeal in Talansky affair

Israel’s Supreme Court rejected an appeal by former
Israeli Prime Minister Ehud Olmert of his conviction for
accepting cash-filled envelopes from an American-Jewish
businessman. The court was unanimous in its decision on
Sept. 28 against Olmert, who now must serve an additional
eight months in prison for his involvement in the so-called
Talansky affair. He was convicted of accepting the money
from businessman Morris Talansky and using it for personal
rather than political expenses. Olmert is serving a 19-month
sentence for a corruption conviction in the Holyland affair, which involved the payment of bribes to government
officials by the developers of a luxury high-rise apartment
complex in Jerusalem. In August, he submitted a request
to shorten his sentence in that case; a December hearing
is scheduled. The former prime minister did receive some
good news from the high court on Sept. 28: It rejected the
state’s appeal of his acquittal in the so-called Rishon Tours
affair, in which Olmert was accused of paying for family
vacations by double billing Jewish organizations through
the Rishon Tours travel agency. The court also rejected the
state’s appeal against his suspended sentence in the Investment Center case, in which Olmert, then trade minister,
was accused of granting personal favors to attorney Uri
Messer. Olmert is the first Israeli prime minister to serve
time in prison and to be sentenced to jail.

8. The employee also told Business Insider on Sept. 28
that Apple employees in Israel work on all the company’s
new products. The Herzliya office has approximately
800 employees, and Apple CEO Tim Cook has said it is
the company’s second-largest research and development
office in the world. There is another Apple headquarters
in Haifa, which has about 200 employees, according to
Business Insider. The anonymous Apple staffer intimated
that the next iPhone will be called the iPhone 8, skipping
the name iPhone 7s. The worker added that it will be
“significantly different” from the last few previous iPhone
models – Business Insider noted they have been criticized
for their similarities.

Growth rate steady as Israel’s
population reaches 8.58 million

Israel will have a population of 8.585 million citizens
this Rosh Hashanah. The growth rate, 2 percent, was
similar to previous years, according to an annual report
released on Sept. 27 by Israel’s Central Bureau of Statistics.
The country’s Jewish population, which makes up nearly
three-quarters of the country at 6.419 million, grew at a
rate of 1.9 percent, while the Arab population, which makes
up just over a fifth of the country at 1.786 million, grew
at a rate of 2.2 percent. Other groups, including non-Arab Christians and those identifying with other religions,
which make up 4.4 percent of the population at 380,000,
grew at a rate of 3.8 percent. The birth rate surpassed the
death rate, with 189,000 births and 46,000 deaths. In the
past Jewish year, 30,000 people moved to Israel, including
25,000 new immigrants.

U.S. developer’s $25 million funds
cancer center to serve Israel’s north Joseph Harmatz, leader of Jewish
Supporters of Emek Medical Center in Afula broke
ground on a $25 million cancer center that will serve “Avengers” of Nazis, dies at 91
northern Israel. New York real estate developer Chaim
Katzman, the primary donor, was among those on hand
for the ceremony. The center, which is expected to open in
December 2019, will be named Beit Shulamit, or House
of Shulamit, for his late wife. Dr. Shulamit Katzman, a
pediatrician and health care activist, succumbed to cancer in
2013. She was 49. The center will offer daily care and have
36 inpatient beds, as well as a radiotherapy clinic, breast
cancer center, children’s department, day clinic and surgical
facilities for oncology patients. Emek Medical Center has
an oncology wing and center for chemotherapy, but does
not admit patients and radiation therapy is not available,
according to a news release. “There is a real shortage of
oncology services in northern Israel, with many patients
having to travel long distances for care and treatment,”
Orna Blondheim, who heads the medical center, said
in a statement. “This new center will go a long way in
alleviating their discomfort and improve quality of care.”
The fund-raising was facilitated by the Israel Healthcare
Foundation, a U.S.-based nonprofit that supports the Clalit
medical network in Israel.

Joseph Harmatz, a Holocaust survivor who led a group of
Jews seeking to kill Germans in revenge for the Holocaust,
has died. Harmatz’s death was confirmed on Sept. 26 by his
son, Ronel, according to the Associated Press. Harmatz was
91 and as of August was living in Tel Aviv. He was a leader
of the Jewish “Avengers,” or “HaNokmim” in Hebrew, a
group of approximately 50 Holocaust survivors founded
by the Israeli poet Abba Kovner in order to take revenge
on Germans for World War II. Harmatz, who was born in
Lithuania, was one of the last surviving group members
who poisoned Nazi SS officers in an American prisoner
of war camp in 1946. More than 2,200 Nazis fell sick, but
no one is known to have died from the poisoning. When
Harmatz proposed to Jewish leaders in prestate Israel a
plan to kill as many Germans as Jews who died in the
Holocaust, figures like David Ben-Gurion were said to be
appalled. “We didn’t understand why it shouldn’t be paid
back,” Harmatz told the AP in August about the group’s
motivation. Harmatz, who lost most of his family in the
Holocaust, added that his goal had been to kill “as many
[Germans] as possible.” After World War II, Harmatz im-

Apple reportedly developing iPhone
8 in Israel

Necks

Apple reportedly is using an office in Herzliya, Israel, to
develop what one anonymous employee termed the iPhone

Roots

Israel’s envoy working to bring
kosher food to U.N. cafeterias

Israel’s ambassador to the United Nations hopes to soon
be eating kosher food in the cafeterias of the international
institution. Danny Danon, writing the week of Sept. 23
to Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon, said there are many
U.N. employees and diplomats from around the world who
observe kashrut, yet kosher food is not available in any
of the cafeterias or restaurants in the U.N. headquarters
in New York. U.N. cafeterias offer halal, vegetarian and
vegan selections. “For many Jews around the world, eating
kosher food is a fundamental aspect of religious practice,”
Danon wrote, according to Israel’s diplomatic mission at
the United Nations. “We believe that all citizens of the
world should feel welcome in the U.N.” He also requested
that the institution act to lower the high cost of kosher
catering at the United Nations by allowing more kosher
caterers to work at its headquarters. Danon said that the
Israeli diplomatic mission, which only orders kosher food,
is limited by the U.N. to one supplier and pays about 40
percent more than other missions who have a choice of
caterers. Danon said he would “work to ensure that the
parliament of nations be open and respectful to the traditions
of the Jewish people.” In December, the United Nations
announced that starting this year no official meetings will
take place on Yom Kippur at the international body’s New
York headquarters and Jewish employees there will be able
to miss work without using vacation hours.
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Continued from page 11
Otis Redding. His No. 1 idol – as a “singer, guitarist,
songwriter and performer – is the late Bobby Womack,
who wrote several hits in the ‘70s. Reed can also effortlessly explain the rich history of Jews involved in soul
and blues music – such as Phil and Leonard Chess, the
immigrants behind Chess Records, along with “literally
every single independent record label,” he said. Being
Jewish, he said, undoubtedly impacts his understanding
of music “from a cultural point of view.
“My [Jewish] grandfather, for instance, loved Handel –
so you can appreciate the artistry of something separated
from the religious elements,” Reed said. “It’s all about
trying to get to the heart of what’s important musically.”

Continued from page 14
them – so it’s not surprising they had doubts about their
future. They wanted to cling to what was known. They
wanted to keep life as it was. This new religion was scary.
The idea of being stiff-necked may have been problematic during the biblical period, but since the Diaspora,
it’s actually helped Judaism survive. We’ve clung to our
religion, even when we were punished for being Jews. We
refused to accept the majority religion of the countries
in which we lived, even though it would have made life
easier. Although some Jews did convert or assimilate,
enough remained for the Jewish community to continue.
These stiff-necked Jews insisted on being true to Judaism.
Leaders in the contemporary Jewish community might
agree with Moses that Jews can be stiff-necked and contrary.
Try leading a group of Jews in any direction and you’re
likely to receive a thousand comments and/or complaints.
However, Moses might be surprised to learn that the very
trait for which he criticized the Israelites is the one that
kept Judaism alive through the centuries.

migrated to Israel, where he worked for the Jewish Agency
for Israel and served as director general of World ORT,
the network of Jewish-sponsored vocational institutions.
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NEWS IN BRIEF
From JTA

Pepe the Frog meme added to ADL
hate database

The Anti-Defamation League has added the internet meme
Pepe the Frog, a cartoon character that has become a popular
symbol for white supremacists, to its online hate database.
Images of the frog, variously portrayed with a Hitler-like
mustache, wearing a yarmulke or a Ku Klux Klan hood,
have proliferated in recent weeks in hateful messages aimed
at Jewish and other users on Twitter, according to the ADL.
Pepe, which has been ubiquitous on the Internet over the past
decade, in the last year or so has become the flag bearer of the
alt-right, which advances an insular conservatism favoring
white people. Earlier in September, Donald Trump Jr., son
of the Republican presidential nominee, posted to Instagram
a movie poster parody of himself heroically grouped with
Pepe and others deemed “The Deplorables.” Democratic
nominee Hillary Clinton had said that half of all Donald
Trump supporters are what she termed “deplorables.” “Once
again, racists and haters have taken a popular Internet meme
and twisted it for their own purposes of spreading bigotry
and harassing users,” said Jonathan Greenblatt, the ADL’s
CEO. “These antisemites have no shame. They are abusing
the image of a cartoon character, one that might at first seem
appealing, to harass and spread hatred on social media.”
Other symbols have been added to the “Hate on Display”
database in recent months, including the (((echo))) symbol,
a triple parenthesis used by white supremacists to single out
Jewish journalists and users on social media for harassment.

Polish priest did not commit hate crime,
prosecutor finds
The Prosecutor’s Office in Bialystok has ended an in-

vestigation of a Polish priest who spoke of Jews being a
“cancer” during a sermon, determining that no hate crime
had been committed. In a sermon on April 16 in Bialystok,
Father Jacek Miedlar spoke of the “cancer which swept
Poland,” apparently meaning Jews. He stressed that political
correctness and tolerance enslave Poles. According to the
prosecutor, Miedlar “referred to the historical content and
the Bible, pointing to examples of negative behavior of the
representatives of the Jewish community from the time of
slavery in Egypt, and generally referring to modern times.”
The speech did not stigmatize a particular nationality, the
prosecutor said on Sept. 27. On the same day Miedlar,
a known nationalist, wrote in response to the decision
on Twitter: “Bialystok investigation discontinued! Zero
tolerance for ‘Jewish cowardice.’ Salut!” He attached a
picture showing Poles performing a Nazi salute taken on the
night of June 23, 1936, when a group of Polish nationalists
seized the city of Myslenice for several hours. During the
siege, the nationalists beat Jewish residents and destroyed
Jewish shops. After a few hours, Miedlar removed the
post. Miedlar also withdrew from the Congregation of
the Missionaries, a religious order founded in 1625. “The
persecution of gay, liberal and Jewish groups led me to the
fact that I can’t do my pastoral work,” he said, according
to the Onet.pl website.

Houston gunman in Nazi uniform was
member of Jewish fraternity

The gunman wearing a Nazi uniform during a shooting
spree in Houston belonged to a Jewish fraternity in college.
Nathan DeSai, 46, was carrying two guns and 2,500 rounds
of live ammunition when he was shot dead by police on
Sept. 26 after injuring nine people in his attack on commuters, one critically. DeSai belonged to Sigma Alpha Mu
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fraternity at the University of Houston, local news stations
reported on Sept. 28, citing former fraternity brothers, who
said he helped restart the all-but-defunct chapter at the
university in the late 1980s. Non-Jews are also allowed to
join the fraternity. He was known by Niren at the time; he
changed his name to Nathan legally in 2001, according to
reports. Andy Huston, executive director of Sigma Alpha
Mu, confirmed in a statement that DeSai was a fraternity
member from 1990-93. “Since his graduation more than
23 years ago, we have no record of him having any involvement with our organization,” the statement said. In
addition to the vintage military uniform emblazoned with
swastikas DeSai was wearing, Nazi paraphernalia also was
found in his car and apartment, according to local media
reports. Police also found other vintage military uniforms.
DeSai, an attorney, and a partner ran a law firm that closed
in February after 12 years due to an economic downturn,
according to the AP. Perrye Turner, special agent in charge
of the FBI’s Houston Division, told the AP that officials
don’t believe the incident is tied to terrorism, though local
police officials have not offered an opinion.

Orthodox rabbis’ group mandates
prenup to prevent “chained” wives
The Rabbinical Council of America will mandate its
member rabbis to require couples to sign a prenuptial
agreement ensuring that husbands will not withhold a
“get,” or Jewish writ of divorce, from their wives. The
agreement, commonly referred to as a “halachic prenup,”
generally penalizes the husband financially for refusing to
give the get. Rabbi Mark Dratch, executive vice president
of the RCA, a centrist Orthodox rabbis’ organization, said
the organization is mandating the longstanding fix to an
intractable problem now because the Orthodox community
is largely aware of and comfortable with its use. According
to a news release by the RCA, requiring a prenup will
further reduce any stigma associated with it in corners of
the Orthodox community. “We’re an organization with a
thousand rabbis that also need to be trained and educated
and feel comfortable with this,” he said. “We’re at a place
now where the membership thought this was possible.”
According to halachah, or traditional Jewish law, a husband must give his wife the get in order for the couple to
divorce. Women whose husbands refuse to divorce them
– preventing them from remarrying under Jewish law – are
referred to as “agunot,” Hebrew for “chained women.” The
RCA has advocated the use of the prenup since 1993 and
has encouraged its use in subsequent statements throughout
the years. However, the document’s use is not universal and
husbands still occasionally refuse to divorce their wives.
This is the first time the RCA is requiring its rabbis to have
couples sign the prenup before their weddings. Among some
200 mostly American Orthodox rabbis surveyed earlier
this year by the Jewish Orthodox Feminist Association,
approximately 75 percent already require couples to sign
the prenup before getting married. Nearly 50 of the rabbis,
however, either don’t require the prenup or actively discourage couples they are marrying from signing one. Sharon
Weiss-Greenberg, executive director of JOFA, applauded
the RCA’s statement, but questioned how effective it will
be. “I hope that it becomes the reality,” she said. “I don’t
know if this is a real policy that’s enforceable. I hope that
they don’t need to enforce it. I hope that if they need to
they do.” Dratch told JTA that the RCA has a procedure in
place for investigating and penalizing rabbis who break any
of its rules, and that the group would use that procedure
in this case as well. He said, however, that this resolution
may be harder to enforce because member rabbis perform
so many weddings. “It’s difficult in this case because we’re
not at every wedding,” he said. “But if it should come to
the attention of the [RCA] executive committee, there’s a
mechanism by which we can investigate and come to the
decision.” Despite her reservations, Weiss-Greenberg said
the resolution may provide a real benefit to many women
who could otherwise become “chained” by their husbands.
“This is the best solution for creating lasting change in a
proactive manner,” she said. “The job will not be done,
but the job will be infinitely smaller if everyone had the
halachic prenup.”

Four acquitted in Denmark shul attack

Four Danish citizens accused of assisting the gunman
in two deadly attacks in Copenhagen last year, including
one outside a synagogue that left a Jewish security guard
dead, were acquitted. On Sept. 27, a Danish court found that
the actions of the four men were “not of such a character
that the actions can lead to a conviction for complicity,”
according to the verdict, the French news agency AFP
reported. Bhostan Khan Hossein, Liban Ahmed Saleban
Elmi, Ibrahim Khalil Abbas and Mahmoud Rabea were
accused of helping Omar El-Hussein carry out the attack
against Copenhagen’s main synagogue on Feb. 15, 2015.
They had faced life in prison if convicted. El-Hussein,
22, was killed in a shootout with police hours after killing
the guard, Dan Uzan, 37, in the attack. Hossein and Elmi
were convicted on the lesser charge of disposing of the
assault rifle El-Hussein used hours earlier to kill Danish
film-maker Finn Noergaard and wound three police
officers at a Copenhagen café. They will be sentenced
at a later date.

